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BERN D 0 H "P,
Exliibit Document Page
NO. NO. Description NO#
NIK'-ISOVS BEHimeW/KRiYFT: "ALFRED KHUPP AND
EIS OENERAIION". 1935. (in Gorman),
Official KRUPP biographers.
Oives story of the BSRNDORP
Works,_Calls the J^i^chn^e^of, BERN^
DO^_by KRII?? n J^pleasan"^ con-__
_se_g_T^nce_^ of_the__arin_eG_£^tJ.o_n#_^
Chapter X of tHe o.ppenclix, p.
510 ff. Dated: 1945.
NIK^10777 Affidavit of Hofrat Universi-
taetsprofe'ssor Dr. Dr. Franz ROTISN-
BBRG, Vienna, re attempts by
KRUPP before 1938 to buy the
BERNDORF ^J'orks,
.•^Dated: 17 August 1947,
NXK-8700 Letter from WILIlO'^SKy to Gusto.v
KRUPP re BERNDOPiF, - FILNOWSKY
informs Gustav KRUPP that he had
a^discussion ^~ith LAIL/'ERS, a'ho
Ti^ill try to arrange an intervie^-r
T^'ith KITLEH in the near future
for discussion of the possibility
of the purchase of Austrian ^
sha.re8, (BERNDORF-An.i • ).
Dated: 3 February 1937,
J-ITK-IOBIS Copy of Balance Sheet Shoeing
the distribution bf the BERIM-
DORF shares on 12 Harch 1938,
the day before the Germans mov
ed into Austria.
Dated: 12 Harch 1938.
NIK-10775 Affidavit of Dr. Hans PIRQUET,
Vienna, official of the BERNDORF
Works, - Elaborates on the histo
ry of the plant manufiiciuat^n^^-pgo-
grcam of BERltDpRP, xt changed to
Olves story
of labor at BERNDORFi
Dated: 8 August 1947.
NIK-11177 Affidavit of Robert OLATZL,Hardt-
gasse 25, Vienna XIX; employee
of the OREDITANSEALT, re; the
forced sals of BEP1'H)0RF from CRE-
DITANSTALI to KRUPP after the an-^
nexation,
Dated: 5 August 1947,
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NIK-13171 Affidavit of Johann JOEDEN,
JOEDSN expresses his convict
ion that GOERIMG fostered the
purchase of the '^orhs
hy KBIT??. LOESER, directly or
indirectly, took poj't in the
negotiations for the purchase
of the ^ERIMDORF ^Torks. JCEDEM
declares that v^ith certainty the
annexation" of Austria had <a de-
'^isive favorable effect" or^ the po-
«it-iron""OT''THtJFT^hTTltE regard to the
ae-quisition" of BHHNDORF ™orks,
V7hich i-^ould, ^-rithout the "An
schluss" only have been possible
at a Inter date if at all.
Dated: 20 June 1947,
NIK-13172 Affidavit of Johannes JCE.DEN,
JORDEM says thattthe Oerman mil-i
itary authorities v*anted, right
after the annexation, a light
metal plant at 3ERND0HF and the
chara.cter of the BEBINDORF !Torks
changed and expanded as fast as
possible.
Dated: 30 June 1942,
NIK-770 Letter from ^LH.O'-SKY to Gustav
KRUPP re ITLHOTSECY' s trip to
Austria in order to start nem
negotiations on the purchase of
the BEPLTdoRP ^Torks,
Dated: 19 April 1938,
iiIK-8041 Law of 19 I-arch 1958 restricting
the establishment of business
enterprises and plants in Austria,
NIK-7313 Hemorandum, unsigned, marginal
initial AB (Alfried von BOHLEN)
re discussion '"dth a director of
Re ichs Dank, BLS SSIHG-, coneerning
BERNDORF, - KRUPP tries to find
out ^"hether it is possible to
get BEHNIDRP via the REICKSBANK's
newly a-cquired dominance over the
CRSDITANaT;d:.T.
Dated: 20 March 1933,
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NTK-766 Letter from KEPPLER, Reich ? ^
Plenipotentiary for Austria to
^nWQ'-'SKy:, - KEPPLER says tAat
GOERING- approves the purchase of
BfflNnDHF ,^by_^^_?. KiiJITir^~~?^marhs
that•ordinarily _no _shares of _
Austrian firms could" he bougliir*atr
all, out that KRU?P/."as an except
ional co.se.
Dated: 2 April 1958.
NIK-12075 Affidavit by y^ilhelm KEPPLER, for
mer State Secretary in the For
eign Ministry. He states, vrhen
confronted with NI-766, that he
must hp.ve received, an order from
G-OSEING- savipo-
be sold t^KRUPP only,'
Dated: 28 OctoB'er 1947.
NIK-771 Letter from the Secretary of the
G-ernan o.nd Prussian Ministry of
Economics to TILMOTSKY, - The
Secretary ^rras infor.med by ^aLI-.'I0"^5-
KY of the plans KHUPP ne.d concern
ing Bii^rtUDORP, He suggests that
KRUPP apply for pji exceptional_
license in order to be allov^ed'
to purchase the BERNDORF Works.
Dated; 9 April 1938,
NIK—774 Memo by GQERENS on a conference
held in Essen between WERNING
(of the DUERENER METALLWERlO
and GOEP.ras ^nd J0Ei?51T (both
of KRUPP), _ kRUPP was Informed
by DUERENER METALL-^VEHK that the
lanistry of Air had decided that
a JA^ilt_ingt,al |>lant_should be
establishe d_ in 'BSRt-IDORFTbr the
oonstr^uctTohbf parts for air
planes.
Dated: 10 April 1938.
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NIK - 7311 Memo from JOBDEN to Gustciv
KBUPP re BERNDORP, Indi
cates tha.t ICRUPP ha.d to
meet stron.Q: Ceiman compe-
t ition inT^uylng BEIiiJDOrLEi—
Dated: 12 April 193S.
NIK - 11183 Letter from OLSOHER to
HELLER re BERNDOHF.
OLSCHER reminds HELLER
that GGERENG- pronised
BERiJDORF to ICRUPPl OLSCHER
informs HELLER that he nego^
tiatod with LOESER on
BERInDORF,
Dated: 4 Ma}'' 1938.
NIK - 5986 Cop3'- of letter from OPEDIT.-
ANSTALT, Vienna, to BUI^^DES—
KtiNZLSBAIiT, foreign
department, Vienna, and:
extract from letter
OLSCHER to HELLER. - KRUP?
sought before the German
occupation of Austria to
acquire the BSHNDORFSR
Metal3-warenfabrik. Um to
sjpring, 1938, CREDITAivST
was rble to prevent this
transaction. On 4 Hay 19 58
State Secretory KEPPLSR
notified HELLER, director
of OPCDITArTSTiiLT, that
GOERiNG had promised ICRLP- '^
that the shares of the
BEFNDORF Tforks should be
sold only to KRUPP.
Dated: 4 May 1946 and
4 Hay 1938.
NIK ^ 10805 Report by SCHROEDSR on
the results of the discus
sion of the balance shoots
of the BERlm'DORF Dorics of
14 till 17 May 1938.
Unda/cod.
NIK - 10806 11QUO signed by Robert GLAT^
re his discussion of 1^
1938 with ICRU',? peoplo_^con-
cerninri; the s-^lo'ef
to laiU??, Essen. - GLiiT^m
notes that KRUP? bargaii"^^*;-^
•fco i:^:ot nn inacic-.
qua.to
Uiida-ti
lorico
- 4
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Document
No,
NIK - 11352
NIK - 8438
NIK - 108111
NIK - 12377
NIK - 10673
NIK - 11185
Description No i
Memo dealing with a telGiohono
conversation of rnd
Dr, SOBilSD (Administrator/
Commissar of bEHi'JDORF after
Kt^£BraG-ER' s dismissal)»
SCRMiED informed GLATZL that
ICRUPP's SCKROEDER olid. HUsfciC:!,
in their report on BERNDORE,
tried to depreciate the vrdue
of BERNDORE as far as possible.
Dated: 24 Hay 1938,
Letter from LOESER to Gust^v
KRUPP re BERNDORP. Indicates
LOESER's Knov/ledge of Aufft-pVnn
resentment against G-emnn
ecohonrc^enetr:a-t;ion.
Dat e d-t—2^June 1038.^
Letter from CBEDITiiNSTALT,
offering the majority of the
BERrJDORF shares in its pos
session to j^RUPP (65,195
shares at a price of Rii
8»424,00(1»^). Certain con—
""ditions are specified.
Dated: 12 July 1938,
Letter from BERNDORP Works(Claiis von BOHLEN and JOKl!)
to Gustav ICRUPP, Lists the
cash of BERNDORP and estimates
an aruiLug. '
BO^T of th£L=:.aBQunt...iffiIJPP pnirl
for
Dated:"'4 October 1938,
Repprt-on business year 1937/
1938 by BERI'IDORF, made by
KRUPPy indicating the admini
strative consumation by KRUP?
of ber.:dorf.
Dated: October 1938»
Excerpts from report on business
year 1938 by BERNDORP including
now baJLance sheet in Reichsmarts,
in. complience v/ith an ordinciico
of 2 August 1938. (Par,11, R.G.
Bl.I, S,982), This shows tha,t
KRUPP^^lfflirad the pjrtual^ value
of BERNDORP about three time
as high as the price they paid
for it to CESDITAN3TALT,
Dated: June 1939.
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Document
No.
NIK - 13075
NIK ^ 13077
NIK - 13039
NIK - 8092
Description
?r-co
ExpoJision for BERivDORF's
air-plejie parts production
uas requested with specific
Knowledge of Alfried' von
BOHLEN and LOESER.
Dated.: 25 June 1942.
ICRUPP inter-office inenorand.-un
re a credit over 2 nillion narhs
o,cccpted by KRU?P-Sssen for
BSRilDORF 'TorKs. T.hese 2 nil-
lions are for war-prq^ction
expansion.~
Dated: 25 July 1942.
Further war production ex
pansion of the BERjMDORF \7orKs
requested with knowledge of
LOESER and Alfried von BOK-
LEN»
Dated: 16 October 1942.
Letter fron Friedrich 3AUR
of BERi^IDORF to SCHROSDER of
KRUPP—Essen. The new nenbors
o'f the Supervisory Board of
BEPii^^DOPvF are JM^SSEN end
Erich ilUSLLER.
Dated: 5 Hay 1943.
NIK — 10774 Affidavit of Ivlaxinilian
HAHil, Engineer, re working
conditions at BERI^^JDORF.
Dated: 8 At^gufet 1947.
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T^^av'SUTION OF DOCU:v;fNT No. NIK-1207S
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOH "AR ClUivI^S
ALFRED KRUFF
and his family
The family of KAUPP and its achievements from 1787 to 1940^
A description based on the fajnily and works
archives
by
AILHELiVi LERDROA
Kith a supplement
KftUPP's branch v;orks and concern enterprises »
by
FRITZ GERHARD .aAAFT
Vlith 118 pictures in the text and on intaglio tables.
- 1943 -
Publishers for Social Science, Economy and Statistics
Paul SCHi'oILT / derlin 68
(page 2 of original)
Derndorfcr Ifetalliwe.renf^brik Arthur XAUPF Aktiengesellschaft., Lcrndorf
near Vienna,
^ Anschluss of the Ostmarli; to Koich in March 1938 nad. the gra-
Tyin&.ros'iMwt. as^.far nsttfie; KRUPRfimth.^t' an old plant established in 1843by the XRUFp brothers and the house of SCHOLLLPR, the "Bernderfer iifctall-
w.-.renfabrik", could bo incorporated in the parent firm of IC'-UFP in Essen,
CErtTIFICAoE OF TRANSRiTION
3 Decendoer 1947
I, J\m TIE J CO, 30HN, ETC No, 20146, hereby certify, that I .x a duly
appointed translat.^r for tne English .ni Gcrne^n languarcs and t at the
above is 1 true md c-rr.-.ct trinslatlen of dccumcnt^No, NIX-12076.
AH^TTE JACO;S?HN
ETO No. 20146.
" EFT) "
""f Docmsm: no. nik-io???
OF/IClij OF CHi::iF OF COUl.SEL FOR IfAR CRBiSS
affida\t:t
I, Hofrat Univ* Profi Di*. Dr. Franz Rottenberg of Vienna I, Schotten-
gasse 6, have had It pointed out to me that I render myself liable to
punishment if I make a false statement^ I hereby state the folla/fing
on oath voluntarily and without having been subjected to any coercion
or duress:
Subject: The attemptsjnade by Ki^upp-Fssenjio obtain_o™ership_of the
Berndorf_^
After the re.-organisation of the capital of Berndorf by the Credit-
anstalt (1932) 193U(sd, Dr.F.Rt.jKrupp-Sssen tried continuously^to
obtain ovmership of Berndorf. Krupp-Essen applied both in ""/rriting
and"personally to the Generaldirektor of the Creditanstalt, Adrianus
van Hengel^ the latter always submitted these proposals to the
Creditanstalt, The Vorstand regularly refused to sell the enterprise
the capital of v/hich had been re-organised with great sacrifices.
Such vj"as the position of the Creditanstalt up to the revolution
(Unibruch) in 1939 •
I have carefully read this Affidavit consisting of one (1) page and have
signed it in my own hand; I have made the necessary corrections in ray ovra
hand and have countersigned them with ray initials^, and I declare hereby
on oath that I have in this statement said the pure truth to the best of
ny knovfledge and belief.
Sd. Hofrat Univ. Profj Dr.Dr. Franz Rottenberg
Hofrat Univ.^ Vrof. Dr.Dr* Franz Rottenberg,
S^Torn to and signed before me this 7th day of August 19U7 at Credit-
anstait-Bankverein, Vienna, I., Schottengasse 6, by Hofrat Univ. Prof.
Dr. -Dr.. Franz Rottenberg, -Men, I., Schottengasse 6, kno'.m to me to
be the person making the above af .idavit.
(Signature) E.L. Tislowitz
E.L*, Tislowitz
U.F.' Civilian Number D-
m687U
Office of Chief of Counsel
for v/ar Crimes, U.S.
War Department,
- 1 -
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TRINSIITION 0? DOCUiffiNT No» Nffi-10777
CONTINUED
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
1, E.J* Hinchliffe ETC Wo. 20 1^2, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the German and English languages and that
the above is a true and correct translation of the document No.
NIK-10777.
23 October 19U7 E.J. Hinchliffe
ETO No. 20 1^2
- 2 -
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TRAI^SLATION or DOCIMRITO} Ro .liFIII-STOO
ORPICE OF CHIEF OF COITHSEL ®0H 'VAR CEBIES
IcT-ndrat (retired) Freiherr Marienthal
Yon Wilmowsky iTa.'u.i]i'b''J.rg (Saa.le) Lard
telephones Berlin 1-9 ^
"jkartsherga Ho. 206 Bellevuestr. lb-18 a
_.-n -r-, ,-1 T I 0»-^.r7-l -VO lO /•'fa YBerlin B 2 Inetzow i071 Entrance V
telegrams g ^ ^ ^ nn^-y'
Hilmowsky Marienthal 7 February 195,
Haumhurg s aaleland
Breiringe Berlin Bilmov^sky
(handwritten remarks1s
see enclosure 5 Fobrurrv ^^.57 ^
Initial; Guctav Krupp
Bear Taffy I
J spoke tvith State Secretary Bammors today. Ho
is going to try to have the Fuehrer receive yoUj xf
at all possible vvoek after next. I told him that you
wanted to speak tr him about the possibility o"^
acauiring Austrian shares and then also about Hcrr
' • u o . . 1 ' « n . ... j.. to xtG-ocrdeler, At the same timo-'^ lLsked him to sec^
that the audienoe take place as soon as possible y^^i
were very auxious to have the matter definitely settloi
and besides the Fuehrer himself had promised to rooei\'0
you. You told me that you ^would be h3 lu. on Monday
8th. 1 can then toll you the details personally.
Yith hearty greetings from
Your
(signed initials)? Txlo (v» Wilmowsky)
- 1 -
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T5L.MjTSLi.TlO]^I OF IiOCUI;IJjNT Kr ;IJIK-8Y00
CONTIiTTieD
CSF.TIPICATU OF TRANSIjATICI^
CP ROOUMBHT No^RIK^BTOO.
22 ^JotrlDGr 19 47
I, OTor-ba KAiHOYA, Ro, 20 151, hcrcl3y_^oortify
thr.t I am thoxnughly Gcnvcrsant v.'ith^thc ^nglish and
Ciorman la?^guagcs and that the ahovc is a truo an
onrrcot translatioyL of the Dooiomont No »NIK 8700 ^
G-crta KANNOYA,
No. 20 151.
- 2 -
(END)
V
TiifiNSL-.TIw-N OF LJCHiiENT No, NIK-10813
:FFICE CF chief of GuUNSEL FOH .Ht CHBiES
Ber.ndorfer jVetoll-waronfabrik Arthior fCRUPP a.Gi, Berndorf shares of-s
S (Austrian shilliiitcs )120,- each
Position ar; on 12 iv£irch 1938
Austrian property:
1
'T.-lx
• i-ik
.
Branch offices
Banks
Creditanstalt-Dankversin
other holders
41 lots
263 " ,
64,541 *'
2,068 " 66,513 loi
Ger^ram property;
Banks
other holders
50 lots
— " 50 lots
ether proporty:
Inland branch offices
and foreiiin property
Poreit;n branch oifices
Inland banks and forei^u
property
Foreign banks
other holders
41
656 657 lots
Total holdin;.s 67,660 lots
Certified true copy
Creditanstalt-Bankverein
Secretary's Office
Depository Accounts Lepartr-iont
Foptsitory for Securities
Initials illegible
Sifcnaturo illogible
CEHTIFIC.iTE eF TibiNSJBiTi:N
2-i w-otober 1547
I, ANNETTE J-C-ISOHN, ETJ No. 20146, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the Eniplish and German lan,^uu^es and that the
above is a true and correct translation of the document No# NIH-lOSl^/
I
" envd "
ANNETTE BCJiiSriiN
ET: No» 20146
•m
x.-.-JL., T Mtrf
1TRAJTSllTIOr 0? DOCfJITJVY Vc. IflF.-10775
0FFIC3 Of CKIFF of C0r-'33L FOn .'.'AR CRr-33
AFFIDA7I--
. • ' •
I> 3i" • Hans Pirguot, rcsi'.'.l:?,- in P'^don near Vienna, 3aucr~
hcfsnr?£so 14, aftor hr.ving been inOorned that I render !!:ysoir liabl-:
tc nunish-^nt if I -ivj o. f'lso affidavit, do horeiTlth state- under
A. w '
oath vcluntarilv and v/itliout duros's the fcllovdr.gs
Fbllo-^ving 5 Pages of vn" Affidavit i
.(Signrfa-ire) Hans plrquot
- 1 ^
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mNSLATION 0? DGCli^iilfT IToi ::ii: - 10775
CCt^TZrSJD
(page 2 of origiaai'J^- '^*^
Dr. Hens pirouct
Bc.don _ncr.r Vienna
S?.ucrhcfctrr.sse 14
T r a n c r i p t
Yicnnr., 7 i.ugust 1947.,
of tho intcrro'^:ation bylTr. I'isio".ritz, cf Chic-i of Ccu. s-
'v7r.r Criv-ios (O.C«C. »C.) j i\u:,rncor,^.
for
:3:V-"Cl; L'.r.rch 1924 I hnvo boon cno o-nploy of the
i:et.'-llvrro";f'Orili; (Arthur Krupp) nonr V\onn'i,.^n .v
"asGlAnod tc ail .sales sections ana s?.ncc I s •'y s"" los
section for soni-fir.lshed products, in ••.fnlch capacity J- w s^c '^v^r.
Prolcurr. ^n lbo7. i. re..n.in^>j. in vi.c -u. .s.- ^ ^
until tho one. of the vr.r. Since that tiv--.o_X h'vo toen tne he^c c,l
the Vienna jranch cf the above ;nontionel fir'n.
;; .indorf v.rs founded in -•aar l&4i by tho Viennese' inatti ialis'
f its technical director
von School'.on, it later becavie the _-rop--ri
and later nartner of xierrr.nn Kruno, ana liJ. ..Uo ccui si- c.x
abovo :\ov\tioned Arthur Krupp. As o. result cf "Oxoo crisis i.-
Oe storro iohis chc Crcd t tr.ns t" It-.Tione r fanhv orcin, Vionn
the stochs , (approx, 90 >), .In oho yaar ^-08 yc.jo-^ ^ ^
stochs ]iold by the Grcditan3t-lt^.;r.han;ar_rcin, Viennr vns .r^.s.
to tho Friodrich Krupp A-^'. Ssson. 1 -vvo no _£e£S£nyl ^
tho occuroncoG o^t the transfer of covncrLdiii- in uho year 19oo,
connection I rooslved inforr.ation only thrcuph third persons,
rity cf
X''"0 "oroduotion proar'M iii Lornc^rri coverca throe -x-an^j. -ctx-xi-.^
fields, Orisif lly fln-tvc^ro :^nd t'blo silTxr v^s produood mxt rf various
inetals-, silver plated and orithout silver plato. L'-tor, in tr.^ vou. ^
of ti:To tho or duction of s^.-rl-fi...ishec- ..-rcducts of ^11 types ^
sheets, ^o^nd^,'pipes, rods etc,, .Ihich orieinally h:i
for tho flo.tvy.ro and t'tlo Sj,-:v-.r orcyic ..ic.x, v-.ox e .lx-g-acl^-d.
of scni-fciished not'"! products incl'-.d.; . e.io entire licld o,x -1- v^(nickel, ccnpcr, sine .-nd thoir -llcys). Th^ thir.f.
was conco-ruod -yith the productlcn. of hottloc _fcr lar^e kitcnons, ^^ p^_-r .turs
of all -yr-jos for vrrious br-noh^s o.'.' fi.. iced, luxury 'nd ch-.;.:*-c ^
^striGs''eto. and is an extension, sif-r tc tho snni-finisno,.
section, cf the original flat;;arc and t-' lo silver b^us ir oss causca c^- tne
need for lar^c Icitchon instrHaticns in hotels, ships, etc.
As a result of the loss of tho .laryo sales territory of the
Austrian-::u-. y-.rian Vonarohy after tho first 'forld /k.r t^ busincss^in^
h.-rndcri v/as especially c.daptcd for ^nport durin- the- vino up^^o
the circu '.ritr::oes vi^ro such that an an .rape ox' l/3 of the production
v/rs sucllid for honc; oonsunption a.nd 2/o for export. ^Borndorx .»x.s
espeoi-ally Gucccssful in "cxnortinp, ooiUxS in the for '- of coin discs.-
So
"Vi\' •• •
-'Si''' V'.;:
~ 2 «
Itflllfii' i'i 'I ii' " r'l 'i I nil"? '•T-fi
jiArio:: o> DCC"l;s''f Yo. : iic"-10775'
COl. 1 K'-J3D
2 of orii'i-:: r
Until tao outtrorlc of the 2ac, .rcrli '.fcr, I .rndorf, rs ^ sunnlior v-r
^oorinls, oonoornod onl^ "aita ito aroduotioa of preliainiry arcduots
= '^?s)_roG::. arolirdniry supplier for tho produo.tiO:. o.. s-.ulls xor inx-n-ry rjnnui-i-Jio:-. Finished nrr "r.ti.rirl -rr-z -•o-'-
prcc.uccd in Eerndorf. " " '
T-;vj or-.i.5x.>T of tnj ovmoi* shin of lorndnrf to tho ?r iO'-h-T triv— L*G
Ynoilhhh-!:rh7f^^ ''T-^ 1°-- thcftrtthrttt.hdnihratiorcoancii .-he Y-.ro ^ no. vrero no7;ly o.npoxnx. d bj^ 3sscn. Sinco o- Fo;
TAs Gcncornjd the inpcrt"nt pociticns in the ^dvAnistrr tion ."ud AvA-sichts-
roo nvero Ixcld by risnbcrs of the hru^n von Bohlon md hnlb-ch fr'-Alios.
(s^xn-turc)Hans Piriuot.
or:-.
Dr-, ....US Firquctj Enden no^r 7ion.-,-.j .'"-•-corint pf interroirntion OCC',.'G,
y HorndorYr A.O., E-rndcrJ?.
, Aft.r thu tr-nafer of onniors.hin tc tho Friedrich ICrunn A,d. tKiollo'vxinp voro o.ppointoc to the Yor.rcr.-xl: Chr.irrr.n Diol.In-. ci-ns von
Bonlcn, -Dr. In-. Friodrich B^ixr nnd Kc.rl Qoluecko. . - ^
•j i.-iportr.nt chrngos xrorc ::o.do .in tho i\o.tvTo cf the :noduction,•r.s .i.c^nc.s boon coscri cd r.bov.^, onitil tho outbrerk ox'' tho 2nd",7orld ,7o.r
espoci-nlly since tho rctivitios of tho Ycrstrnd r.nnoir.ted bv Fss-u
not_bo~in until tho yorr 1959. heroly the :Mnns for th.. nodornis-tion
Ox -cno xrchnnc hrll,to bring nhout the r.ssinilr.t.ien to the oroductoon
conainxona^rn the Gcrrr.n Fcich .nnd ord.rs, inscfr.r as they could bo nboed
u.i. ^.r ui.e dixficul'-^ supply ccndioi.cno. ~::or j "rce in this ccnnection.
^ During this tine, too, plc.no •.••-ni. •;vde for livht not^l nio.nt
supple-ncnt tho existing procucticn. of h.;rn-y--:ct-1 se--i-rinishod\?roduotsTnc orec-cion cf r light nut'l plnnt in Auctri-, ;:hlch un to this tix:c hrd
aopcnr.od on inpcrt, vrs in uccordo.nce with t-nvuiliry conditionr. The
f T- • I ^ • •; ^ v., w-... w- »r..vx- fi.. wj. xj.: uYiiuA u lonn . ii\o
of ""-ocnv that t:^ salefiy hfhoitiysyijy whichp/Gro enou:io rpl
rOti. n h: hh'hn -on-- i aaorGosmg oxtcnt to ,iiohhtnouris, at tho sane tine providin.': for Austria's needs for -:cr o7-l
ivorposca. haturriiy^ hov/cv.r, the .o-..cvAsir:g needs of the G.^rr.rn. -anintion
inc.ustry, vhich could no Ion-.,!' bcovor..r. by tho existing linht -lot- l
xnaustry, plat/ed largo rclb in -h.; dociaicn to nl--n r li-ht'-iet-l nlo.nt
in E^g-nc-crf. The -.reduction cf proli: in- ry brrgs' products to bo suV^lied
>0 in-n-erp shell rr.nuf-ci:ur.en as aleercd, in the tvi; p^rior to the'out-
i-rer-.... c.. _cnc vrr, only inso. '^ar ra th,-1 -:f:.o in-ort-nt Austri-n shellfrctory
in .. r..en-.org nov; converbd its -ercdv-c'-icn to the or-ors for tho Fcioh.
riovrcverj^no irport-nt oxp-.nsion "booh nlaec in Eorndcrf during years Iradinr
up to^lEoo. Under ccnsidor-ti-n cf the copper shcrt.-gj a convLrticn to"
placed i.u-ntry r-iunitien was introduced. Under considoratio-n Cx"' h'irton-
borg^ jJerndcrf instdlcd a platiiy; )lant, tc onrblo thou to supply brass
and to lorc plated, preliminary products for infrr.trj^ shells.
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"-turally r- brsic chrnGO "toe:: ?lr-co in" these circuiserncc softer
the outV.roeh of the v/rr in 3cnte-.-ihcr lf39. .c:!n the crcUr 31cig:i
c.ut!ioritics, the production v/r s
her" " o cvor'^'V/horc else, Tao ne'Coo?.. .e a^o-.s '-
^ushd further -nd further into tho hroli-round, r Ithoush per oetr-te
hcduotiop fcr orucrt purposos r:us
as t'^is nTs possible under consicernuie.. oi tiw or. t.. oi.-- - -_
•IrvroTer, tlic'shcrtupo of hc'vy :u=t-1= Idmtod our ;-:=r::h
oro-rr-., •.-loro rnd nrro. A corn-,rt:.or: uo irci", rud zino ._.a t.-eir^. ^
und'r.ocvo rll tc Ifrht rot'Is, ..hic--. -..'oro incrcoyng y i-jr.!; „ ^ ^
r'"- .••.•:e3icn cf '• li-.lit ni..t-i :j- ---t ••a-.eiiccT.'.;rinQ; the neods, resulted*
. S.'-.-TV.AC. i-r.ve U* a .:;i , i-
/i-. —-hin the cninicn of the Keich crfic:.^, sh-rnld hr.ve o-k.:n -l^ce exta-a-
ner.r the ijiisosfolder Iletr llworhe" •, ^hzesitlc, U^rcx. 7 c.-s.an.froa rl-:dcrf)''cr in Ecrndor:, ncy nuthcriscd for
Austrirn :..ctrl •.iorks, Consfcruotion o.'.
piGt-1 in lo.rndorf be-r.n in i-ne
in 19-i2, the prcciuotion honT. in If-ii, nc\fov^r^re^i-y r.iycro q-
of li;;;ht nietrl products vi'cro not nro^-ueed. until 19-±''a.
(Si^nn-turc) Ih ns Fircuct.
Pc,^G_ 4 or_yr_±zty.yl'^ _
Dr. ::ins Pironet, Ec.deh ncnr 7icnun, Trnnscript of
OCCJC. hncnnherp, conc.^g h.inidcnfer
The urcducticn of pre 1rain-ry products for in.nntry r/.nuniticn n
at first docrersed until 1941, to ho increased frov. tn.en ^on u:u.il^
end of t:ie v;r.r, after conv..rtion to st^ V" '^
Si-co t:-o oroduction, of coin discs, principclly c, zinc i.. e ...a-Lrci-'oc^sunntion, ccntinuod in the srne plant, tta production oa
Prouhn^r ; prkucts for infuntry -ruuitfou did net -r tho^a.orugo^rouon
Pie lovol of the norootinc fijure for .:n,rrt. Si;nxl.nrph.^^-j.e^----;
flater-.ro rnd t-blo silver -.vere incror.sinply oenv.reoa to
nrcli'dnnrv produots for vr nooc, the S're r.polieS to tuo sectp... pro-
hoinn,:ottlos end rppirr.tus. _Direct -Inahl.hhhJ^hfSfiit ^ s
v^rc rurhy 17'fron r'fndoh, si- ec don:dcrf functioned rhpost orcpusivoly
rs foof.-,r industry/ of proli-.i ar; prcc/.icts tc the n-nuf-cb^ers e.^finis:iod'nrcduats. H-tuvally, bhe. cn.rc ctiou ^-cugh Peich oixiccs c.
civilian and nili bar;- uypos uurc cocisive foi B.xuet.rx
.just ps" t:^y ..ore for all other v.-it. ies In this connecti^n^in as
tc "be •lenticned .tlx.t thu Flauo .3^,c^ Lcwei Auovri- , 1..Cl..u>.^w.
noDiit ciistont frcn B.-rndorf, voos also conv rte.-^ tc the proaucticn
einos onf r -.-r-de of aetrls of all typo-^ and incrursinsly utiiis-.-.
li^Ct -:ot"la, sine alleys and stool duri— the .^r.r. The nci^- larp"
Prc-'s for the production of pines i;hichie-s erected in this plant
not ccvnlctcd u..til 1944, Hovaever, pun barrels vacro not conoarnca cAt
rather pines, such rs are nor lally produced by the sani-finisnod 1 _
products industry. No tr.-nsfors T/crc effected by the dssenar nanuiaoturinp
pro-ra-i, especially since the clvarcictor cS the two ranuf• ctur:.n::: pro rr.ais
was'^ci'-s"'1'-r. It should not re.'nin univDntioned tliat Berndori, just
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c.s oV-icr Austrian industries, •'ir.d'tc ovr-rcoeiv. ;;:r3rt difricultios in ob-
tr.iuinfi nov; ra-chines, plants ctc-j since through the o.rrrngcr^nt cf^tho
Ger-'ian industry frovaiyrch 1938 on..r.rd r.n ever load of '.^orh onistod in
the r.ir.chinG industry. Thus it nnc tlx.t the. ncv; plants --nd inv/st :cntc
plo.nnoci arorc net con'lotcd until late in the virr.
•/hon, duriiag the courco cT" -..r.r events, Borndorf \rs occupied
in cr.rly April 1945,. u-crh cor.sod ccrnlctcly. Ecrndorf'"s ontiro files
-vTcrc lo-st as a result of the occuiT.ncoo during the y.r.r ~nd rh'tor the
-.TT, so th.-t the precise dat" on pre-'.x.r •'"nc" nartine ocnditicnsare no
longer avail-'-'blo. The financial cituaticn in Berndcrfhrs alsc cr.tastrcphic
after the "vvcr,. since through the corrroi ticn frcn. psrcetfae uc t*."" ^ •-•i. iO
Pa.g:
needs, only the credits a.risi'ng ;.'ro': jl?.Vx..rios cf v.'-ar rrtjrir.l v/cro
avail.? jIc, ncr.rlj'' ^11 of v/hich './^re i'.'.pcscaole tc collcctf At r-i^sent
Bvrndcri is produoin^g a v^ry li'ited cur.ntit"'," under a hilit.r.ry Ad.eini^
stration.
As fa.r rs personnel i.s eauci-vr.ed, the r.eovo doscribea cnaiigo
in the Au-fsiohtsrrt rnd V rst"nd toe-'-- place .aft^r the trar.sfjr tc
Friodrich Ilrupp, Sssen. Gcntlo-.xn i'rov.: "A^ti cich" vaero brcupht in to
take over the other key positions in :hc -poarc.tue- a'nd liant ••.etal
nlants and purchase copartiacnts, in addition various other positions
Y»"cro probably occupied by people fro::: the Roich, since the nuncor of
onploycos \-r s approniar.tely dcublcd tct-woon 1933 and 1945, liov.'cv'.r,
the nonotrrtion in the pcrsonnol sphere ne s in gcnorf^l v..ry limj.ted, since
the Icadinr. Austrian officials objoctc-d to a too great expansion,
Also the siiort.'-uo of personnel croatoc. by the vicr vras effective in this
connoction.
Si'-naturc .Mans Pirquct.
cf cri'^in-al.
Dr., Ihns pirquet, Eadon near "Vienna, fr-nscript of the interrogation
OCG.rC, ruorrb.rp, ccnc.^rnin^ herndGr-Cer hotp_l^v/rrenftbrr.c__A._G._,_
As f'^r as conditians a ic;iq the cnployeos ./tro conc--.rnod txicy avoragod
,nnro;:5.:"n.toly '3,bco norsons. nhilo, as a result cf tho conditions ?-n
Eorndorf, only younger norsons '..n-ro called into v.-ilit-^ry s.-.rvie:- at .first,
during the cours-.:- of the v/ar an e/.r .a,.cre-asing percontago oi" o lO oregmai
onployeos reminod in the plant, so that finally, -fter replacing inctc-sing
nunberc of r.cn through indlgwncu:; fnx.lu ncrkers, the rrtio of foreign
la.borers a.i"id indigenous yvorkers a. 'ount.^d to o.p;-ro.;ciT*r toly 1/3 xndigen.oiis
and 2/5 fcrcign. Fronchnon -A'-^re ^nplo":;'" first cf all in tho year lOol,
la.ter in addition to other nationalities nu;-nro\;s Russian civilian laocr
and to " snr 11 extort, as far --•«-i .f-- +
plCiT-t, also Russian prisoners
an
sic
vr-r.
recall, for ox.atnple in
r->rs
tnc A?'®tcttcn
;rnilc the ?roi^c|u^-.^jro bet-tor tr.eatod, duo to prcvaili-ng, official
rc.gulaticns-I noVwr/c'cnplaints fro'..i this side - I received complaints
through third persons about th:; acccriodations and food for tho R-usriians^
I nuGu o.nphaBizo that .1 had no o-pportunity in my position to •.r.ko ;>erson'l
obsoivrtions in this field, .
R tr.
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A'tcr tho dc'^tli of Dipl» CIc.ug von Lohlc-nj Dr. Ir.~. Friodrich
Drur r.nd In^. Er.rl Goluec.^to rcs-oonsiblo for tho PlcT.t rr.d hold tho
sr-irio rrnh, both conplicd mth tho strj^ulr-tion fcr their c--plo7-io:'it Vr bc-ir^;
I'Tazis. "jh.ilci In^.* Goluocho v/r.s in chr.i-^::- of hiring ornlcyoos C.-.--C. their
c. yorr.uc; ycf-rs, rior.r.n xs conc-r::co, v;no xuixiiioa rj.3 ciUuioo in
tho vr.nnor rbsclutel^'' chr!.rhctor5.stiG tc tho Prussio.n oduorticn r.iid trr.diticn,
stubbcrnly"loolcin:3 Up^7'rdj undoubtodly correct in the sense of orders
rnd directives ^ivcn to hin, but Trithout nuch effect of p-jrscr.r.l, tlir.t
is hu.r.no, feelings, Tho justific tion for the ccn'ilr.ints cn, ';he ::r/ct
of thj foreign Ir.borers during tlio v.c.r c.-nc to ino, os I ho.r. s.^id, tlnrcugh
third persons, r.nd thr.t thrcug"- tho fret thc.t Austrian f^llevr lebcrors
niado sy.npathctic ste.to-Aonts.
Dr. Br.ur •"nd Ing. Gcluoo',;. "r^Gier.i. d" 'dnen the occur>aticr. l;-cGe.vr.e
inovitshele and above all brou-fit th-dr f-eiilios into s'^foty, at firsl; in
••forfcn near Salzburg. Tho\r prose.:-;";, locrtirn is, far as h^s boco::x;
l:no\.ai to ne: Dr. Ing. Friodrich :r.-.:r, rrosuraably interprjts.r ;:ith tlx
ocoupo.ticn forces, TuobingoUi ./'u.;r-tt,r;: ^erg, Ing. K^rl Gcluecke, presumably
Director of the Klccc]cnor~,Torhon, Cclcg:-x-, l-Uioinl-nd,
For enquiries as tc personnel tho follcv.'-ing go'ntlor^on-oould bo
apprcr.chods
1. Karl Ih_ppnor, Chiof of tho Fa.y Office, ccinpctont fcr matters cone mine
tho labcrors in accordanco vri-th the dirf^cticns by tho r.xnb ..rs of the
Tor'^trnd until April 19d5 a^i-'.forf, since tl:;at tirec in Innsbruoh»
2, Son.Ing .Anton Lulcas, chief of the Ai^stettr - plant, at present holding
"Flee sano~'p'osTtTc'n erith tho adrc-ss: './'crl: Amet.jttcn of trx B r:edcrfcr
hot-llv/arc-nf-brih A.vt., lo\7or Auatrria.
Krrl Turza, Berndcrf, lovror Austria, cnployce of the ferndcrfcr Ihtall-
-.T-rcnfrbri?: A«G., until April 11'-'15 erith ocmeroial r-ctivitios, at
present food Hoforcnt ^.'ith heo City A,dninistr-tion forndorf* A-'ter
April 1045 he p.r.rticipatec .v.i tr.e investig-ticns by the prcvisional
political cfficos of persons against whon politic 1 chargos -;ere brcucht.
Karl Schuotsonhofor, Bornilcrf, e:.: loyod with Berndcrf until Anril
(signature) Ilb.ns Pirquetf
^ h ^ ^ original,
Dr. IXans Pirquot, B^lon near Vion;-.a, Transcript of tho intorrcnation OCCJC.,
Hug^rnlvjrj_,^C£ncG£n_ing_ ^.:rndo£for .
4. Krrl" Schutzcnhcf'^r, 'Eorndorf, at present Kmag.^r '^f the Triestinptrlor
Yol?:sbank, Eerndorf. Aft.-r April 1945 hu v/orkod v.'ith the prov-isleiTl
politic.-1 offices invostigeting persons against v.'ho-.- political cbc.rgos
f^i ii' n. •Iii.ili' ftin'i nMi'.ri rfMiik-'' rii'i ••ka .Av.A-lf.
^go_3^of cont'd.
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nigh '^bc av-nnbio'?Lrer'' tr.^tr^nt of foreign Icbcrors
5.?^,.rdi:iand Passnocht. R^r-THo--r .t , ,Afrtl 1945 r.s olootrioian.. "^t
O- eno o.rndcrfor Kot-nwrrcnf-brl'-A G -o Admnistr'tor one Director
i;; the colored not-1 rolling
- EcV,n,rr.6nf'brl-Ti.6V; Brnferf!''"""°°^ the"
(Signature) H^ns Pirquot
(Cr.H'ns Pirquat)
I .^c.Vo c rcfully ro"d C'^ ch cf' t*-"- '-pt-n-
personally signed it, have ^mdrvit and Havo
KanaiTriting md have' initialoP^ ---v"" oorroctions in ry ovrhto tho.bost of my icncwlod-o -"nc-'b^l^ of'- f G.ath that
in tnis affidavit. -^l-cf . h-vo stated the vrh^o truth
o'if;i-r tur o _:£ '^;3_plH'5lT3-i'
(Df.-H-as'pirquot)
f'"' A»Suct 1.947 r.t tho Tienn:
.'olUoil.. 12.
Branch. Offi
i)-- 1. 'ciiPiriarsrbr^-'iAwtiingesjiirie;;:
str-s.oo l4..knoTO to oio to bitv- ••-' Sr,u,.rhof
-'5pn maj.inq the above affidavit.
S^nrturc ybl,^ .7W nvito
lisloalt'F)'"
'-•S» Civilian D l4tS7a
':'mce of Chief -f Couritl
''""r Crii-a,;s,
h,o, ,-7^r bdpart'.aent
th^t I on o duly
•e-... - ;rt.;4Sstl,n,aav.
:i
-r •—
r ir j....
J' ok ;-rlchold .ISO So. B.-2So olD,
' i i jJ.. J-
fa ff-
vi:P
• •»!
aV:
'.a
• • >•
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APPIDAVIO}
I, Hobert Olatsl of Vienna XJX, IlFrdtgasse 25-
a^ter having "been duly Vvarned th&i; false statements
nn my p^art v.'ill render me liable to punishment,
Aj.ere\\itn state the frlle^-'ing under ("rth, voluntarilv
and under no duress?
&ub,jeot; Cession of shares held by the Creditanstalt—
Banlcverein, Vienna, of the Berndorfer Uetall-
warenfaorih (faotory for metal goods) Arthur
Krupp Berndorf/jDrv/er Austri;
.a
1) Financial reorganisation of the Berndorf t'etall-
vjarenfabrik before 1934
The unfavorable development of Austrian economy
in the period following v^orld v;sr lio. I had the result
thaG the Berndorfer iletall'.-.arenfabri]: Arthur Srupp
A.G. shovv^ed considerable losses in their balance"'
sheets year after year. In the end these losses
by far exceeded the capital of the enterprise. The
• been "::ell representedin the Verwaltungsrat (Board of Administration)
always held a maiority of shares,
and besides, by enormous financial creditsjwas
interested^in the fate of this debtor. At that time
^he financial reorganis rion of the Creditanstalt-
Lsni^verein from resrumes of the Austrian state took
place, end this institution ceded nort of the re-Quc.iPiis granted to its IConzern enterrrises. The
sacrifioes made in the course of this measure
free from financial enc^imbrances (Snt-
scnuldigungsaktion) reached an amount of spnroximatel^^
^0 Q )-?chillings 4-0,000^000.— for the Berndorfer
freconstruction of the ba.lance sheets •
all assets vjers ovcluated very hi
carefully and at a low rate, in order to facilitate a
redemption of the original eapit,- 1 of the enterprise,
ii^turo, on the one hand, and on the other hand in
to arrive at the smallest possible capital which
wouicl not encumber the estimation of pjicfits with
u large dividends (holien G-ev;innaus-schuettungen) in^yea.rs to cojib , The estimation of
assets as given in this reconstruct ion balance could
never^be considered the basis for serious sales
negotiations
- 1 -
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§ale of blook of shares of the Credita-istalt-Bank-
verein to the Eriedrich Krupp Aktlengesellschsft
in Essen in 1938.
The negotiators Klaus Viun Bohlen-^Halbaoh, Johannes
Sohroeder (Finance Director of the firm of Krupp^
Essen) and Ingo Eusicka of the ICrupc-G-ruson-plant in
Ilagdeburg, sent by the Friedr, ICrupp A.C-.? Essen
to negotiate shortly after Austria's A.nschluss to
G-ermany, made offers which v^ere not even debitablej
they also considered •the evaluation of assets of the
reconstruction balance of the Berndorfer Ifrupp A.G.
much too high, and left no stone unturned in order
to deprive the bank of this valuable share at as
little financial cost as possible.
r/hen I broke off negotiations in Kay 1938 and
reported to my principals at the banlt (the Board of
directors - Vorstand) that I considered it unjustifi
able to dispose of such a valuable enter-^rise for a
mere token amount (Anerkennungsbetrag) Goering via
ICeppler i.e. Olscher (Yereinigte Industrie-Unterneh-
mungen Aktiengesellschaftj. Berlin) intervened - as I
was told by Herr Baurat Ingo Keller - and despite all
remonstrances - I could not prevent the o-oquisition
of this valuable enterprise by the Eriedrich Erapp A.G.
in Essen for a round sum of MH 3,424,000.
3) Definiti_on_of point___of vi_ew_regarding this sale.
It was important for the powerful Arma.ment Konaern
of the Eriedrlch Erupp A.G, Essen, with interest^^any
European states, to gamn a foothold in Austria as well,
especially if this acquisition could take place at a
price far below the real value. Besides, the center
of gravity of the production of IDrupp, Essen, was on
the steel and machine sector^ the production centers of
Berndorf and Amstetten - the latter' a bar plant (Stangen-
werk) belonging to Berndorf - were metal plants. By
acquiring parts of the lierkenstein domain (Herrschaft)
tie house of Krup]-), Essen, was able to round off its
forest and hunting grounds "'Talster" near Kariazell
parts of which adjoined the Kerkenstcin domain. If the
evaluation had been serious this could have been done
only with considerable financial sacrifices.
Immediately after the acquisition of Berndorf, Erupp,
Essen, appointed a new Aufsichtsrat (Board cf Directors)
for the Berndorfer Erupp A.G. I remember Herren Erupp
von Bohlen und Halbach sen,, chairman, ' ilmowsky,
Loeser, etc, etc. The factory
- 2
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v/as given a ne^^ management! Glaus vcn Bphlen uni Hal Lai(G-en^xai director), Baiir (oommeroiai managemei:!"^) „
G-rluebke (Technioal management) etn. etn, By this
measure the Berndorfer lirupp A.G» "became part of the
German armament industry. When, middle of 1939, before
the outbreak of \^ar, I \-v9nt to inspect the installa
tions in Berndorf I was already shown the Aluminum
rolling mill under construction^ Herr Glaus von
Bohlen-Halbach told me, upon my ronon^'rance as to whj
they had absolutely insisted on buying the small Bern
dorf that when they bought their inter st they had had
mind the possession of en enterprise o'ith peace and
export production 7 besides the prcdominanfarmament
programs of the K'rupp plants in Germemy, so that Sru.juo
could point out rhat they exported and thus could veil
his armament iDrrduction, Slaus von Bchlen-Balbach
furthermore added that the Beicii Offices, however,
urged Berndorf's inclusion in armament production.
in
Bering the sales negotiations the Krupp re
presentatives told me - as mentioned in detail in my
report of 16 "lay - that in case of a.ccuisition it was
planned to instal heavy presses for aprrrzimatsly
?il 3,000,000,.— in Acstette.o., and in Berndorf a
completely new plating install-tion as well as a light
metal department. The heavy presses and the light metal
installatioii cou.ld in my opinion also be used for
armament purposes.
4 )„ Co_n3equeno_e s_f£r__t he_Credi tans t aIt-Bankvere in •.
Bay I point to the figures - page 3 - of the
information of the bank dated 2 August of this year.
The institute calculates its losses - based purely
on booking figures - at jfevi i.e» S 15^056,000. —. But
the actual loss must be estimated mucii higher because
as_proved by experience when the Bocalled Heichsmark
initial balance was given only absoliitcly free
reserves were shown i.e. converted into capital;
sleeping reserves as for example metal stocks etc.
could be retained further. No doubt, the Creditanstalt
Bankverein suffered a severe loss
the complete absence cf a compensation clause under
"good will" which is cizstomary when
hands.industrial enternrises
(page 4 of original)
however, through
5) Other industrial shares ceded by the Creditanstalt-
Bankverein under pressure from the Berlin Central
_Offic_eSj_ _ _
The loss of the Bcrndorfer Botallv.erke caused by
the Priedrich ICrupp A.G-., Essen, is by no means a
- 3 -
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isolated case with regard to the losses of the Oredj.t-
anstalt-Bankverein. Most shares in industrial enter
prises considered for conversion into ari2]amgj^
factories were taken away from the Gredil^Eahkverein
by similar means. I mention the following cases?
Bulverfahrik (gunpowder
factory) Skodawerke Wetsler
Akt ieng e s e11s c ha f t
S:«?ste Donau- Da/rpfs ohiff-
fahrtsgesGllschaft
(first Danube Steamship
Company)
kaerntnerische Bisen und
Stahlrerke Gesellschaft,
korlaoh
Acquired bys .
Parbenindustrie A.G-,
Eeichswerke Hermann G-oering
Heichswcrke Hermann Goering
Martin Miller Aktlengosell- Bclelstahlwcrk Sclimidt &
Olonens, frankfurt a/iialn,
Herghausen
schaft
Sch'iffswGrft Iiins Aktien-
gesollschaft
Simmering-Graz-Paukor Ak-
ciengesellsohaft fuer
Maschinen, Kessel und v.aggon-
bau (for machines, boiler
and v^agon construction)
Peinstahlwerke Praisen A.G.
vorm. Pischer
Steirieche Gusstahlwerke
A.G. (Styrian Cast iron
steel works)
Steyr-Daimler-Puch A»G.
Peudloff-Vama,g Veroinigto
Armaturen und Maschincn-
fabriken AG. (Associa^tcd
Armament and Machinc
Paotrries)
via, Hoichsv^crke Hermann
Gocring Mrste Donau Ds.mpf-
schifxahrts-Gos.
Heichswcrke Eerraenn Goering
Heichsworke Hermann Goering
HeichswGi-ko Hermann Goering
Heichsworke Hermann Goering
Vercinigte Armaturen Ges,
mMo.H. Mannheim
y.
.'1.,
, f I'; ♦
TRkliSlATlO^ CP DOOUlimT ivo;NIZ-11177
COIiSBIUSD
^page 4 pf oniginal^ pont^d)
Yeroinigte ^ienor Metallv-'erke Vcroinigto Aluminiumv;orkc
A.G-. (Assooia."fced Yiamia Metal EerlirL (Asspciated
v.orks) AlumirLuni Korks)
T;ionor Lokomotivfabrils: AG
(Vienna looomotivo Paetory)
Hcnschcl & Soehne (sons)'
Easscl
haus
A. CcrngrosG AG (Kauy der
Y/ienei) (I)epa,rtment store
for the •ViennGsc)
Grnppc "..ilhelm Aekiuanii,
Alfred ludv:ig Uh Br. Egon
ICooh, "Hannover
Continoiltale Hot crahiffahrts—
Gesellsohaft AG, Vien
Eeichsv/erke Heriaann Gooring
The Credltanstalt-Bankvercin in Vienna is in
possession of evidence regarding the above mentioned
compulsory sales.
I have carefully road each of the four pages of
the above affidavit and signed them personallyhave
•made the necessa.ry corrections in my orn handwriting
and countersigned same with my initials and herewith
declare under oath that this statomont contains the
whole truth a^nd nothing but the truth to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
(signature) Hobcrt Glatsl,(Hobort Glatzl)
Sworn to and signed before me this 5th day of
August 1947 a.t Vienna (Creditanstalt-I-ankvcreinj by
Bobert Glatzl, Vien XU.*, Hardtgassc 25, known to mo
to be the person maJcing the above affidavit.
'•
(signature) Hl.Ij.,_Tislov;its(U»li. r i s10wit z)
; U.S.-Civilian
I)-1468l4
Office of Chief of Counsel for
War 0rimes
U.S. War department
- 5 •-
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mTRANSLATION OR DOCUIvEIlT No .NIK-lll??
CONTIiTUEL
CEHTIRICATE OR TRjlNoLATION
14 Qotobcr 1947
I, Gorta K/VNNOYA, No, SO-lSl. Ncroby certify
that I e.ni tho.rc^ughly conversant v.'itli the jinglish
and German la,ngnages and that the ahcve is a true
and correct translation of the Locuiiiont No, Nllt-
11177•
•• v *1' " ♦ * ;;; , ' 'iV- .r^ • V JrlATY.i
Gerta KlNlTOVAj
No. 20 191.
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TatjcsL..TioN 0? LoauiiSFT Koj-:iK - 13 171
OFi^ICS OF GlilSF OF COUIIS-^L FOR. VJJl Crci:3S
ffidavit
Lr. Johann J03LEM, having been "warne-d that I Tv'ill be
liable to punishment for makinr^ a false statement, state hereby
under oath, of my ovvn free v/ill anc without coercion, the follav-inr*;
I heieby confirm that I assist©*^ in the drawin.^^-ttp of
**xt hur IQ.-iUI'P' s t e stam ent,
•f*rthur Krupp was the director of the nerndorf *schen ^.erke
(berndorf v.orks), liov/ever, in the course of time this actual
share of the Berndorf Plants exoeecirrly diminished. Ihe actual
proprietor vjas the Oesterreichisohe -i^reditanstalt, -t^rthur lirupp,
however, always considered himself the proprietor of the Berndorf
I'lants, although, in fact, he was so no lonrer, -he ne;.;otiations
v:ere conducted with the actual proprietor, the Oesterreiohische
Kroditanstalt, The Berndorf works belon ed to his excellency,
**rthur l^upp, the ^"rand-uncle of Fpau Bertha I^upp von eohlen und
iialbach, ii© v/as forced by circumstances to sell the jpreater portion
of his share:' holdin." to the Oesterrcichisohe ICreditanstalt, i*pproxi-
mately in 193^ was raooteG to acquire these shares for krupp ^ss&n
in order to regain the former family enterprise for the oi'^ Tiership
of the house of krupp. The scnond son Biaus, who his ^cellency,
•^-rthur krupp^wanted to-make and did make his sole hexr, was later on
to recoive the shares of Berndorf, to set him up so to speak, as
subsequently'" provided for in the family statute for the brothers and
sisters, Therefore it- was necessary to negotiate with the- Oesterreic;
scho Kreditanstalt oonocrning the purchase of the shares by Ixupp,
•C'sson, I participated in those ne^wotiations before the juischluss of
*^ustria,
The main difficulty in those pre-^xischluss nerotiations concern
the Berndorf Plants was'the question of foreign exchange; hcfvjcvor,
prior to tho iinschluss js 'well as tho price question was of oqual
( page 2 of original)
importance, 1 don't remember what price has boon discussed at that
time; perhaps, an oxaot price v«rcs not even natfiod.
Tile von V(IL.:0"u3KY also participated in those pre- *»nschluss
negotiations conccmin;;; Berndorf, The nogotitations in which I
participated, Vfere very- lively at times but, on tho Sg"|^ hGr hand,
interrupted by periods of inactivity, -^^t tho time of iuischluss I
wont to Gustav ICrupp von Bohlcn und Iialbach and told him that
the moment had now come to rcsumo negotiations, since tho question
of foroigxi exchange no longer existed, Further, I recall that Krupp
was in contact with Hermann Gocring concerning tho acquisition °
orndorf Plants. I am convinced that Gocring favored tho acquisition
of the gorndorf Plants for Krupp. 1 do not recall who conducted thoso
negotiations with Gocring on bohalf of Krupp's.probably Gusbav krupp
von Bohlon und iialbach himself, and later cortainly Looser too, 01 e,
directly or through an intermediary.
- 1 -
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( page 2 of original, cont'd)
••e hoped to be able to buy the shares of the Berndorf Flrnts
very cheaply, for the financial situation of the Berndorf enter
prise was not ;."ood, Respite this the conclusion of a pui'chr.se
c.greement did not come about, especially also because of the
existing foreign^^hanges difficulties.
*if'ter the —nschluss of ilLUstria, there weremo actual diffioultic
with regard to the transfer of the payment for the acquisition
of the Berndorf Plants. .without the -unschluss, the acquisition of '
the Berndorf Plants would has been possible only much later, if
at all.
( pa,r:e 3 of original)
It is certain, that the -"nschluss of j^ustria decisively favored
the position of Krupp concerning the acquisition.
I still took part in the first negotiations after the ..nschluss
Later on these negotiations v/ere conducted in the |51rtt place by
Niery Looser and by ^lOrr Johannes Schrooder,
£ have carefully read oach of,the 5 pn-'es of this affidavit
under oath, I havo made the necessary corrections in my own hand-
writin.- and initialed them, and I hereby declare under oath, that
I have stated the absolute truth in this affidavit to the best of
my loiowiedgc, and belief.
(BignatiAre ): Lr, Johannes Joeden(•Signature o:" deponent)
Sworn to and sir'ncd before me this ^Oth day of June 19^7
lluernbcrg by Lr.Johann Jocdcn, Imovoi to mo to be the person
making the above affidavit.
(Simaturc )j Lr .Max Kaiidcllaub
U.S.Civilian T; 432 622 (AGO number )
Office of Chief of Counsel for
'..ar Crimes
U.S. Aar i-cp-rtment
GSicTlL>IC^';.tS OF TiufJ SLc.TION
15 January'' 1948
I, George 'Joodmajj, No, Jh 789# hereby oortifj' that I am
thoreiughly conversEint v^ith the Sn.glish taid aorman^lancua;'e s
end that tht a.bove is a true and oorrecffc translation-of documont
Ko, riK 13 171,
George GOODrLiiA
Ho. 3C 739-
- 2 -
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\TRiJ.3LiJ'::0!J 01^ LOOIff-SHT No^ NIK - 13 172
OFFiaE OF CiilEF OF' ^VJITSSL FOU vuJt CKBIES
ffidavit
I, LT.Johf.nn JOEEEij, hsT-ing boon -wcmed that I will be li-^blc
for punishnont. for making a fal so statement, state hereby mder
oath, of my nvm free will anc 7;ithout coorcion, the foll-o '^^ ing:
I tias shovin a letter dateo 12th - '^pril 1938. It dealt 7vith
a file note on the discussion with J-irecter ij.SKNIlTG of the Luorenor
Metall;7erl£Jxi..G, 1 rooofiiizod my sifnaturo. The letter is addresse
to l!r, Gustav lulUPP "von Bohlen und Halbach.
'i-his letter dealt with tho interest 3ho"^7n cn- the '• uerttem-berrische .•.etallvjr.renfabrik concorninr a partjcipation in the
Berndorf-Plants, (Serndorf-»erke), I cxmsider'it my duty to^
inform .Ir, von Bohlen of this •rmtter. .Besidos, this particap'-thodid not matorihlise. i'ho fcct is that, aftor the ^jischluss
huerttemberrisohe netnllv/arenfabrik was also intorosted in • ' »
sinco the wuerttemborgischo tletail^varonfabrik and the Bern or
Plants v7orkGd in the same field.
\(EriTIl-G, tho director of the L'uercner /*'sted
of that time, oxplciiied tb ire at that time that intorcs
in nerndorf on behalf cf his firm, iho firm Basso &Sclbe ^
too, so that I could inform iierr von Bohlon that 3 intcres e
firms 7fero now oonoernod ¥»ith tho Borndorf-Plants.
i .r
i*s mentioned in this letter, it is correct that the mili^^^^>
authorities intended to establish a light ncta.l works in
immodiately
( 2 ori-inal)
after the xuischluss,. Thus tho purpcso of the Bomdorf
to bo enlarged and convortod as soon as possible, Indocd x^
this •'//as 'actually dono.
i»o were told by viEidTUTG thct the lorupp finri then
quiklv, and I informed xir. ICrupp von Bohlen of xt, cuthorii-
actod"quickly, or olsc othor Gurman firms, or government'
ties, vjo.uld havo gained possession tif i:;erndorf,
...
I havo carefully road each of the -b/.-o pages of
on Lath, I havq/nade tho nocossary corroctions in Els'- told
and initialed then, and I doclaro hereby on oath, that
tho full truth in this declaration to the host of my kn-
and belief
(Signature)I Br.Johanh Joodon.
- 1 -
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FORTS TZUNG
( pa;TG 2 of ori;_-inol, oont'd)
ST-jorn to find sioied before rrio this 30th day of Juno 19^7 Nucrnber.'
by ir.Johaim Joedcn, knov-n to me to ho tho person innl'irif, th«^ above
affidavit,.
(dig.ic.turc): L'r .Max Iv'Iadellaub
U.S.Oivilicn
iiGO-No. C U32 0^2
Office of Ohief of Counsel
for Yior Crimes
U.d, '<<ar department.
CSRTIFICixTE OF 1104^3U.T ION
15 January'" 19^8
1, Coorge Go:)dnan, No, 3^ 789j hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant v;ith the Fn,;lish and Gorman langua/Xis
find thot the cbovo is a true and correct translation
document Fc, NIK - 13 172,
-j
Go or go G.iodman,
No. 3fi 789,
- 2 .
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I'RANSMTIOIT 01 DOCTJI\EIJ? No.111-770
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COuITSEL FOB 17AB CRIMES
Kandv.'rittens Telephone conversation Vvith Er. loeser and'
Er-, Joeden.
22 April 1958
signeds Oil.
Yienna, 19 April 1938,
Dear Taffi!
I arrived in Yienna this morning and am leaving, for
BSrhdorf tonight. There has "been a oonsiderahle decline in.
0.,A.'s physical strength in the last fevj "^^ySf^^vvever,
there is still hope for improvement., I v.'as ay considering
• cancelling my trip, "but shall start on
morrow nevertheless, nnless his condition gets/mnch
worse. Otherwise I heard the followings
Herr Hajn'burger's dismissal is definite. At the
instigation of the Creditanstalt, a university lecturer
Soiiniied from Danzig, an Austrian, has "been appointed
X^rovisional supervisor in addition to the BetriebsfuehrerJJX > • V J-O XV,»XiCl J- kJ ^ i U i V Ai u V• ^ AAC WJ. J-V'
(plant leader) Kern. Herr Kern had, hitherto, been
in oharge of commercial x>roblems, however, he lacks
insightv^re the management of the entire plant is con
cerned and does not vjossess the necessary authority.
A Baurat Heller, hitherto consriltant for the
industrial transactions of the Creditanstalt, is now the
president of the Eirektion. Joham is a member of the
Yorstand. ^erx Friedel and Dr. Pfeiffer have further
been added as new members of the Yorstand, The latter
gentlemen is a confidential agent (Yertra.uensmann) of the
party and is well known to mayor Neubacher,
Herr Heller has been described to me as an intelligent
person with a pleasing personality, who however^has nc
full authority and is little inclined to mrt v\ith blocks
of shares. Also with regard to the personnel problems in
Berndorf, he will hardly be able to exercise sufficient
E-uthority. I heard it njimored that Direktor Abs was to
take over the Creditanstalt, this is, however, nothing
but a rumor.
I al$o spoke to the former Berlin ambassador, llis ••
Excellency Biedl, whom I iised to know well, and who is at
present Staatssekretaer under Minister of Trade Fisch- . ,'
boeck, He had not yet been •
(page 2 of original)
informed of your plans regarding Berndorf, I gave him the
information. He is absolutely reliable.
- 1
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'i}RAi^SIA'2I01T OF DOCOnSNT Hn.NI-770
• CONTIMJED
(page 2 of original, omt^d)
It seems to me that the ^'vhole situation as it is
urgently demands that Herr Joeden should get in
touch with Direktor Ahs as soon as possible, since,
in my opinioii, he will be the most suitable person
through whom the Creditanstalt can be contacted.
Finally, I have just had breakfast with mayor
Feubaoher with whom I have been'weil acquainted for
many years, I informed him also* Herr Heubacher is
friendly with Herr Haffelsberger, who, at the present,
moment, is the Kommissar for all questions related to
industriaq economy, especially personnel questions,
Herr Heubacher described the sale of certain blocks
of shares through the banks as highly desirable,
since large building projects are imiainent in (Vienna,
in particular the construction of a fair ground and
the building of a Danube harbor,
also
l/aent a copy of this letter to Dr, Joeden*
1 hope that you agree vvith the' steps I have
1 shall give you a more detailed report
ditinn from Berndorf.
Kindest regards!
Y ourvS
signeds Wilmowsky,
Herr
ICrupp von Bohlen und Halbach,
Bluehnbach.
taken,
on 0 ,A. ^ s coi>
8BBT1FICATB 10H_
12 January 1948
I, John POSBEilRY, Ho, 20178, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the English and German
languages and that the above is a true and correct
translation of the Document He, HI-770,
John POSBBRHY, /
Ho, 20179.
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TRiiNSLATION OF DOCmffiNT No, NI-8'OUl
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES
26k Reich Law Gazette, Year 1938# Part^ I9
Decree restricting the establishment of business enterprises
and plants in the province of Austriac
Dated 19 March 1938*
By virtue of Article III of the law concerning the reunion of
Austria with the German Reich, dated 13 March 193S (Reich Law Gazette
I p© 237) the following is decreedj
1©
For natural or legal persons who had their domicile or business
establishment in the German Reich outside of Austria it is prohibited*
!• to establish new business enterprises or planos in the province
of Austria;
2© to acquire business enterprises of plants located in the province
of Austria, or to participate in such;
3* to transfer business enterprisevS or plants located in the German
, Reich, outside of Austria to Austria;
to establish subsidiaries, branch companies, plant installationsj
agencies and the like in Austria for business enterprises or
plants located in the German Reich outside of Austria#
The Reich wiinister of Economics may grant special exceptions to
the provisions of Par# 1# He may transfer the right to grant this
approval to other offices# Fees or conditions may be attached to
exceptional cases of approval#
(1) "Whoever contravenes provisions of this order or an imposition,
or evades them, can be punished v/ith a penalty by the Reich Minister
of Econcraics# The penalty consists of a fine, the highest amount of
which is unlimitode The fines will be recovered by the finance
offices according to the provisions of the Reich Tax Regulation or
according to regulations that have been or will be issued for its
execution#
(2) On application of the Reich liinister of Economics he may be
punished with iraprisomient and a fine to an unlimited amount, or
with one of these two punishments The application for sentence may
be withdravm.
Ue
The execution of the provisions of this decree may be enforced
by the police power according to the laws of the country#
(1) This decree goes into effect on the date of its promulgation#
(2) It expires on 1 October 1938#
Berlin, 19 March 1938#
The Reich lAinister of Economics, Walther FUNK#
The Reich Minister of the Interior, for PFUNDTNER#
-1-
TKAIT SLAT ION OF DOCUMENT MO. MI-8041
OFFICE OF GFIEF 0? COUNSEL FOE "'AH
CRri-IES (Continued)
CEFITIFICATE OF TRAMSLATIOM
I, John E. ROBIMSOM, Civ, Mo. 046 350, herphy certify th?.t J-
a ' thoroughly conversant vjlth the English ant. G-er:ua,n languages
and that the above is a true and correct translation of tne
Docu.'snt Mo. MI-3041,
17 June 1947
-2-
John B. ROBIMSOM
Civ. MC, X-045 550
I I-41 c^nnaliKt^ r« fn
(initial illegitle)'
TEMSLATIOiT OF l\o iaK-7313
OFFICE OF CHI.jF OF C0UiTS5L FOH 'VA5 CRII^gHS
Berlin, 30 March 1938
Discussion with BLESSHTG-, Dirt?ctor of* the Boichshenk,
on 29 March 1938.
Suh.icct: Bcrndorf.
Herr BLESSING hf?.s up to now hcon unahlc to estphlish exactly
the extent of the interest which the Boichsbank has in the Gesterroi-
chische Oredit-Anstalt, As fpj* as he knows 13 per cent of the stock
capital of the Ocsterreichischo Credit-Anstalt is in the hands of
the Reichsbank through the Ocsterreichische Industrie-Credithank.
In addition, ho believes that the old Austrioji Government (Bundes—
rogierung), likewise through the Industrie-Creditbank in Vienna,
has had an interest in the Ocsterreichische Credit-Anstalt which hga
now passed into the hnnds of the German Hcich. The Director of the
Industrio-Croditbank will pay him a visit on Friday, 1 April. He
would then know exact figures which he wo'uld then pass on to me.
that
BLESSING emphasizcd^ono should show understanding if the
Oestorreichische Credit-Anstalt maintained the greatest possible
reserve during the opening stage of the negotiations concerning the
Balo of blocks of industrial stock, for the same reasons which wore
mentioned by Herr FILDER, However, he very much recommended
informing Stae,tssekrGta,Gr BEINCE-'IaNN, and advised furthermore ^v-
irc^ Ministcrialdirektor EERGER of the Reich Ministry of Finance a
picture of the situation.
certificate OF TRAIvISLaTION
December 2, 1947
I, Annette Jacobsohn, 20146, hereby certify that I am a duly appointed
translator for the English and German languages and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the document No NIK-7313.
Annette Jacobsohn
No. 20146
"END"
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TRAiTSLATIDW DOCmiSNT iTo.HI-766
OFFICE OF CHIEJ OF COUH&El, FOH "^lAR 0.1
lilo ^ '
(He v;ill reply vvith thanks)
(hand\-;ritteri): 5 April 1936
1
National insignia
The 'pLeioh Commissioner for
Aizstria
Staatssekretaer W, ICeppler
(handwritten)s 6/4
(handwritten 7
Harm Joesten
Kindly note!
Herrn Goerens
Kindly note I
n.Be
e 6/4
Vienna I, 2 April 1938
House of the Eeichs-,
statthalter
Ballhausplatz 2 '
Telephone; U 24-5-20
. U 24-4-89
•/ /
Herrn. ' '
Landrat Freiherr von
Yfilmowsky
/
Berlin T/ 9*
BellevuestTo 18a,
Bear Herr von Vilmowsky!
I only now find time to answer your letter
regarding ICrupp-Berndorf. I have meanwhile spoken to
Generalfeldmarsnhall'Goering and he raised no '
objeotions to your firm taking over the majority
of shares of the above mentioned firm. I shall
presumably disouss the matter also with the trade
minister here today.
As I already informed you the thking over of
blocks of shares has been stopped by the decree of
;the Heich, Ministry for Economy, thus it will be''
impossible for you to be presented with faits
accomplis which might be undesirable to you.
\
I may take it for granted that on this enterprise
being taken over ycu will do everyt'^iiog possible to
• draise Austrian economy to the level vdiich is desif-
'able not only in the•interests of Austria but alsoin those of^Germany*
Hell Hitler 1
Yours very truly '
(signature); illegible
"? •* : . ;•
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TEAMSMi^IO^J Op'DOGlBiSM uo'.l^I-766
C0NTIIJU3D
. V
C3P.TI3ICA15; OP TH.\3SIAiT0IT
(
•/ •!
12'January 194B
I, Joiin ;?CSBEREXj No, 20179^ hereby certify
that I am thoroughly conversant v.'ith the English ana
German languages and that the above is'a true and
correct trar.slation of the Dc c-ument ITo * NI-766,
V/
.(•
.Vy y • \ ; .
'/"•
'f '"r: •
' ' ' f • li
.';.
... A' ^ •' •' ' • .
John :J0533i?EXb
No. 2Q179.
! /
.••.m:- vr:, s;.
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T:^j',^LATIOF or DOGl.'Il TT yo, HIK-12075
ori;i^__or GHI...F
ArriDAviT
Ij v/ilhclri KAm-LpLf having "been warned that I an
liable to punisliracnt if I make a false statement^
hereby nako the following statcncnt under oath of
ny own free will and without coercions
On 14 October 1G47 the photostat ox ;
was shown to .iCj V;ilhv.-lin EhlPL.liy which
addressed to handrat Freihcrr von "..TLIeOT/SEY, dated
Vienna 2 April 1938. This docureent bore- the identifi
cation nunberjIT-^I 766, of the United States prose
cution. In this document I informed Keir von ./ILIIOVSif
1 document
had been
that 1 had .spohc-n v/ith Pi.Id A'arshrl G-.neral GOAKIUG
on the subject of Erupp/forndorf, and that the field
Marshal had no objection if Erupp assumed the control
of Z:crndorf. I do not doubt the r.uthe;nticity of this
photostat, which, bears my signature. I r-^cog.nizo
this signature as my own, althou;..,h I f.cl compelled
tj add that I no longer recall the particul.ars of
this affair. Ai^ the present tine I an only a>lo
to add the explanation that,about that time Field
Ma.rshal CA.ncra.l GOf^.alTG was reaking a trip to Austria,
•and that he consulted mo v;ith regard to th. taking
over of the Austrian plants by th. Reich ',7orks
(Heichswerkc) Ecrmann COlRIhG, He th.n gave no some
orders with regard to th. taking over of those
works, and I assirmo that he also gave mo a similar
order at that time with r>-gard "bo, the Borndorf-Horkc»
However, I an drawing this conclusion from rhe
djcumcnt that was submitted to no today, and not
from any exact details that I can recall.
and signed it in my handwritin/:;;
I have carefully read the one pwego of thi
• •k"•'i-.r-v H, I have made the necessary
my ovm handwriting, I have signed th^ri'"witb my
initi-a.la, and I hereby declare on oath that I have
told tine absolute truth in this
best of my kno\;lcdgc and belief
affidavit,./
corrections in
:ffidavit to tho
_ Pilh£lm __
Xsigna tur c' 'o f dcpolient7
- 1 -
All
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fKivsLATiOH or Doarir.rr lo. ri;-i2075
COi. -L'Xi.. uxj!D
2 of ori:,inal)
Sworn to end signed before ric this 28th day of
^ October 1947 at JTuernbcrG by •.rilhcln ICjPPHJH,
knov;n to nc to be the ^icrson nokin^ the above
affidavit.
(3i:,naturc) 5 Loo TiOUD'^ S
U,S.. Oiviiian
AGO Hunbcr A 165 775
©fficc ci Chi^f of Counsel for War Crinos-
CLhllPICAXli C? iMXA-SlATIOiT
18 kovcnbcr 1947
I, C-erta I-hulCOv'A? Po. 2C151? hereby certify that
I am thsrouyhly conversant with the- Eiiijl-lsh and
Gorman laivp.ia^es and that the- above is a true and
correct translation'of Docujocnt ITo. blA;-12075.
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Gcrta. laAXOYA,
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State Se?oret?ry
. . * .10 A,o a- •. :. ju:'
Lin, -s^ry 01' ^Iociar.i.in.,
(Staatsselcretaer im Heiohs-
und Preussisohen T/i^rtsohaits^
• ministerium) .
-,-i v.. Berlin \i 8^ 9 April
S 52G4/38 ' Behreustra^sG 45
To
Horr Landrat (rotircd)
Prciherr von ¥ili]iov;sky
_llarj.e|ithal _
via""naumburg XSaale).
Boar Horr von '7ilmov;skyI
I anknov;lGdge receipt of your letter of 30 March
1958, with enclosure, and have taken note of the fact
that the firm of Krupp are proposing to participate mor
actively again in opcrcations of Serndorfer Hotali- •
vvarenfabrik.
May I leave it to the discretion of your "brother-
in-lav.' to file \^ith the Heich Ministry of Economics
"an application for granting an o^remption, as provided
in article 2 of the decree on restrinting the establis"
raent of industrial undertakings and plants in the
land of Austria, of 19 March 1938, PX-BIi (pLoichsgesetz-
blatt - Reich La\"; G-azotto) I page 264, v:hen the
moment for realization of his plans has come,
I am remaining v,'ith
To lierr von Bo hie n
Hoil Hitler,
Your very sincerely
(signed)! signature
"by order of Tjandrat von l/7ilmo?;sky, A been
sent to Br, J[pedon.
(signed)I peootK
19 April 1938
(handvvritten) i
Orally with Horr Loescr and Br, Joodon,
22 April 1938 Oil
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12 January 1948
I, Gerta IZi^.W^QY^, l^o. 20151? hcrGly _certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the Dnglish and Gorman
languages and that the above is a true"and correct
translation of the Fon-oment No» lTI-771.
Gerta lOUmOVO.?
wo, 20151.
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Ivlenoranduni
Grnferenoe at Sssener Eof, Sunday, 10 April 1938
Present: Pireotor \7erninp:, Puerener IIetallv;erke A.G.
Professor C-oerens; I Empp A.C-,
Pr, Joeden
The meeting had 'been, arranged for Su.nday so as to
enable Herr Klaus von Bohlen,j-aio is at present
at training maneuvers, to attend, XJnfortimately, hovjever,
Klaus von Bohlen v^as forced to send'v;ord at the last
minute that he could not be present.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
plans of the'various parties as regards Perndorf. Herr
'Terning explained that for some time already his firm
had been considering to secure the Austrian market.
Political events had given new impetus to this idea,
and he then immediately thought of Perndorf, especially,,
since he had spent eight years (1921 to 1929) v;g.th
Berndorf as Betriebsfuehrer, thus being familiar with
conditions there. Prom discussions he had had with men
close to the Aviation Ministry, he had come to the
conclusion that government offices demand, that the
manufacture of air plane parts made of light metal be
resumed in Austria, Pirst
(page 2 of original)
he had thought of establishing through his firm a plant
of their own but that he had not pursued this tlT'ugnt
further because hd is of the opinion thar this might
open a new field of operations just for Berndorf,
Herr T/erning asked that all of his comments which,
by the way, constituted nothing bu.t his personal_
opinion, be treated as strictly confidential, which we
agreed to do and, in turn,/tlri,e same stipulation for
ourselves, naao
he•now explained that for years we had had been
interested in acquiring Berndorf but th^t all attempts
had failed because of transfer difficulties. The
annexation of Austria, hovvever, had given a new aspect
to orir wish and that we already had been assured^by_
highest authorities that we would be accorded priority
as regards the acquisition of Berndorf, V/e pointed out
to Herr 7'erning that we had an agreement \.ith another
metal works in G-ermany (whose name we did not wish to
divulge to him at present)5 that we had promised that
firm a participation in the acquisition of Berndorf, but
that only a very small participation was considered, Hev
tlieless, however, wie had to keep our word. Apart from
that., however, we thinlc it quite possible to arrange
1 -
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(page 2 of original, oont^d)
for partioipation iDy an additional German firm interested
in Eerndorf, l^ut that the indispensable prerequisite ^^a.s.
that vve viould hold the majority for Berndorf.
(page 3 of original)
Herr Werning now proqeeded to explain his^idea^^^
in more detail; the gist of them is abouo
His firm would he prepared to transfer a';jonmal.. .ion o_
ex-oerimental and operational data of
•light metals,this from the raw product to the fini
product - against compensation, ox crrann—*-
other hand, his firm would like nnnetit^^
seeiiTg Berndorf develop inco an undesircr- iprr-inrin^ to
Therefore it was necessary from tne .fg
provide for a quota system in * vn,.
His firm attaches great iiriportance to negotiate
with us (iCrupp) on all these questions
doing it will not he mean.high amounts for developing metal e^
yet for the transfer of these r^ortioned
a modest sum only. Also as regards thequota system he would meet Berndorf more tnan h ^(he mentioned 15 fo in the course of conyeisaoion).
wanted to promise that his firm would oe ^ .
transfer to Berndorf relevant future paten ^gg^-u^g fp
moderate compensation so as to make^^it fxilly i .
Berndorf to engage in the manufacture oi lio-
aviation articles.
As an equivalent for the transfer !^?esent
material values Herr Teruiug proposed ^ '^ .orlxo
this v;ould not he binding, if oourse - ^
to vjhioh his firm viould obtain 25 >=• of Bhe
capital of Berndorf at a price reduced control
rate of 25 was proposed so as to prosoxve .
privilege (Sch&chtelprivileg) intacrj. ^xalx of
participation
(page 4 of original)
was to he the compensation for
mentioned non-material values, while nis ±1^ v p
for the other half in caslu Expressed in j-iguies this
would then mean approximately the followings
Total capital of Berndorf 9 million., shilling
(according to the present rate of exchange) R'
of this 25 fo 1,500,000 Ex.
SO that ahoxit 750,000.^- Eli
would he the ^haase of the '
mental and operational data, while tne haIan -
of m 750,000^--» would he paid in oash^
2 —
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(page 4 of original, oont'cl)
3110 OTorequisite for this, of com-ao, was that the stock
v;or.ld "be acquired at par rate. Otherv;ise a proportionate
increase of amounts v.'ould of course apply*
merely took note of these orojpoGo.ls of ^L„err
iic
•..'erning and refrained from comments v.hile^'.e
hovjever, that his proposals strike ^u.s as inte^^_-.^ . ^
indeed. That In such manner an eni^xrely ncv; fie^a Ox
namfacture would open up for „
necessary to examine vchether under prevailing -
this is possible.
Herr '^ "''ernino' also repjorted that for a number of
^'ears his firm has heen trying to acquire its
of aluminum. It is known that the estaolisamen. .
aluminujii plants in Germany la not permiuted, c resul
of which his firm had to purchase crude alujnxn^ ?? ?hp
a th-ird firm. His firm intended now to try with all theLins at thoi disposal to hreak through this restriction
and to establish
(page ori: ;inal)
an aluminum nucleus of its ovm in_Au3tria. ^err ;/erning
vjas of the opinion that should this plan^materialise ,
Berndorf v;ouid be able also to parxicipaie "-Ln ^h^s
to an adequate quota, thereby to optain^ior itself a.
certain aluminum basis of its o\.n. ue as ..ed
aider this as a particularly confidcuuial poinb.
Herr erning is of the opinion that quick action is
^4-4--vi 'Tiiqa-t: "t:bnTR 1 ,<=? vsason to fear thatneeded in this rnmter. 3hat thore^is reason to ^ear th^_
government agencies which, as mentioned in h ^
wish to have light metal manufacture for Austria, mi^.
take other steps and that we must anticr^aue this,
is convinced that ;VOVGrnment agencies will refrain from
all other measures should he be able to report an "
mont between his firm and Krupp. le, in turn, se. f^^tn
that the first question to be clarified \;ould probably
be tiiat of participation and that his ideas could be
imrsuGd further after this point had ben clarified. Herr
lerning once again asked to speed matters up as much c.
possible.
:ht
A question not easily to solve will be that of
personnel. "7ore Berndorf really to take up light me
production then a Betriobsfuehrer would have to be app
who is thoroughly familiar with that special field, hexr
V/crnlng repeatedly offered to assist Berndorf witn nis
personal advice should v/g be brought tcgotner by an
agreement and that, possibly, he might even train .,
someone in his own firi';fientionod casually the idea that
after the annexation of Anstria
iiiiiBim '•fiQ iiiimi' fi-T^^iir
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(page 6 of original)
lie even had thought in passing of offering his servio.es
for the management of Berndorf, all the more so as
he is familiar vdth oonditions "by reason of his former
activity o He had dropped that idea again, hov-ever,
heoause he is indispensable at his present post,
(handvvritten marginal notation) remarks Omitto' ~r t.ie
ooioy intended for
T/erning, signeds handwritten
initial,
But if Vvo should oome to an amieahle understanding
he Vvould he glad to make his personal advice available.)
If vve so desired ho would do some thinlcing on whom he
might recommend as jdetriebsfuehrer for the new manu--
facturing establishment.
Herr Y/erning asked professor G-oorens to pay a visit
to the plants of his firm with Br» Glaus yon Bohlen.
Ihe total personnel strength of his firm is approzimaucl,
7,000 men and they owne three plants, one of them an
Bueren, one at Borsigyialdo near Berlin (..ittenau), and
the third one in Y'aren (Meoiklenburg) ^ The latter he
referred to as being particularly inocrosting. He would
be only to? glad to m^e arr<Yngements to demonstrate oo
us the manufacturing methods of his firm right on the
X)remise, Professor Gocrcns accepted what offer with
thanks»
The meeting wound up with boph partie^ agreeing to
study further aspects of the matter. nerr '..'ez'.n.ing asked
us to give some thought to the matter \.hethGr v;o could
not eliminate the other metal firm —mentioned in the
beginning in regard to which vve had crmmittod ourselve
In his opinion it would be preforablo to have parti
cipation in Borndorf restricted to us and his firm.
Because of the very fact that his firm prcposod to
contribute all of its experimental and operational data
• •• it would not welcome having also another Gorman
firm of the metal industry as oo-hharcholder, TTe
promised to study that question.
11 Ipril 1938
signed8 signature (illegible)
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CDHTIFICATS OF TRAITSL/ii'IOH
12 January 1948
I, Gorta laHKOVA, Ho. 20151, hor^ly cortxfy that
I am thoro-ughly ooiivorsant sitli the Biiglxsh and Gurm.-tilanguages and that the ahove is a and norroct
translation of the For>.urfiGnt Ko. NI-/./4.
Oorta jA«iiuTOYA j
No. 20151.
(-TO)
y-
TPjUJSLaTIOF op r»OCai>F.i^ Ho HIK-7311
OFPIOT OP CHIPP OP COUHS=i:L ^np :ar
(handwritten:) verbally 23 April 1938 (stamp:) Private Secretaria^^^
Initial: Grustav Krupp received: 12 Apn
Kerrn von BOKLSiJ.
Enclosed I beg to submit p. memorpndum on the conference
Director WEEiTIHG-, Duerener Metallwerke a.G,
Besides Basse & Selve and the Duerener Metallwerke A.G., e- ^ ^
third interested party, namely the Wuerttembergische .Vet allwarenfabr ik
has no\T also approached us. The Generaldirector of this firm, Dr.
DEBAOH, enquired in a letter of the 8th inst. addressed to me, about
conditions for ppvrticipation and specia.lly wanted to know to what
extent Erupp-Essen had interests in Berndorf. He pdso wants me to
tell him what our attitude would be in case the ".'/uerttembergischc
Metallwarcnfabrik •oarticipp-.ted in Borndorf,— To begin with I want to
deal with this matter in a dilator;- iiarner,- On the one hand I pai
doubtful about giving the Huerttemborgische Aetallwprenfp.brik full
description of the conditions before we have clarified the Borndorf
situation. On the other hand, the firm has for many years been on
friendly business terms with the Wucrttembergische Motallwaxcnfabrik,
which might possible suffer by our negative p.ttitude. If one wanted
to p.dopt the undoubtedly very rcmaxkablc suggestions of the Duerener
Metallwerke a. G,, one v;ould probp.bly have to comply with the wish of
the Duerener Metallwerke A.O, to exclude other German metal firms
from participation. For thp«t rep.son the enquiry of the Vuerttomborgisc ©
Mo t al1 ware nfabr 1 k
(ppge 2 of original)
about participp.tion can hardly be dealt with before the preliminary
questions have been clarified.
In connection v/ith the contents of my memorandum I again want
to emphasize the fact that in the opinion of Herr WERwIHG it is
necessary to speed up matters as, in his opinion, the military authori--
tics are pressing for p- speedy settlement of the question of estpblishing
p. fp.ctory for light metal goods.
12 April 1938
(signature:. ^ )
Joeden
Crr.HriFICATB OF teahslation
December 3, 1947
I, Annette Jacobsohn, 20146, hereby certify that I am a duly appoii^tod
translator for the ringlish ^nd German Ipngupges and that the p.bovc is
a true and correct translation of the document Ho lJIK-7311.
Annette Jp.cobsohn
Ho. 20146
"EHD«
TiuiNSL.TION CF DOCUivITNT No, NIK-11183
OFFICE 'OF CHIFF OF COmrFL FOh
Dr., OLSCHER c Eerlin 8^
E:e;';iber of the Vorstand Frarizoesische Strasse 53-56
of the , Telephone 110021
"Vereini^ts Industrie-UntGrneh/r.un^cn AG .
and the
Reichs-Kredit-Gesellsch-aft AG.
Mnisterialdircktor on the reserve list (z.D.)
. stamp:
In^, HuLLSR initials
Dr. FRIEDL
Dr. FRITSCHFR
Dr. JCfi.NN initials
Dr. FFEIFFER initials
To; Dirsctor HELLER
Ocsterreichische Sr®'^i't-iiStalt-
:~;iener Eankverein
Vienna I
Sch^tten^asse 1
(handwr.. margino.l note;)
please return.
Bear Herr HFLLEFij
I alread'.- told you in Vienna that State Secretary
ICEPPLER h" d informed n.e that Gencralf oSdxaarschall GCEIIHG had promised
Herr iCRUPP von ] OHLEN und HALoACh that the shares of the Lerniorfer
Mctallwarenfabrik Arthur KAUPP AG were to be sold only to him, I
suppose that it was oerha.ps assumed that tney were kept at the
"Industriekredit"• I thereupon informer Herr REPPLER that the sale
of the shares Cw;uld of course only be effected according to economic
principles, i,e, tli-at an adequate price had to be pjid in consideration
of the prospects of improvement based on the expansion of the ,(.ustrio.n
e c onomy.
Tociy Ed". n.r..aber of the Vorstand of fRU?P-Esse.i, visited
me in connoetiyj:' •v.izn hhis natter. I teld him that you were inf :rjnod
of the fact that only .. s.-.le to ^UPF-Essen was to be considered, -.nd
that it hid to it left to rP.UFP to c ooio to an af^rcs^ment with tho
Crcditanstalt as tc the price. In my opinion th^ l..tcst price frcm
11 larch 1S36 (lll,20;?o) is of Cv^urse -out of the questii/n. Herr I.OESER
fully understands this opinion and will contact yeu v.'ithin the uexIflffoY;
days with the request first to inform him or another rc,;.r-'-entative
(page 2 of oritiinal)
of XaUFF's as to the situ^-tion of nrthur a UPF, an.- neo i ly tc
arrange lor the Kried, RiUFF AG to get an insij^ht into tht. Arthur
KallpF AG on the spat. Fr i od.lUPP AG will then moke you an offer.
In my <.9inion Fri-a. ,< ijpj is definitely in a position to pay a
favcri-hlo orico for _crn.i..rf.
- 1 -
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CCNTIKLTD
(pa^e 2 of original cont'd,)
In case you cdnnot come to an luide: standin^^ ivith Fried» Xi-.UrP
AG# I am quite ready to act as mediator.
Heil Hitleri
Very truly yours
(signature:) OLdCHFR
CEETIFICAIE OF Tr-tAlvSL-ATION
3 December 1947
I, ANNETTE JACCASCHK, TO No# 20145, hereby certify th-.t I am a duly
appointed translator for thcEnglish and German ling-uascs and th'..t the
above is a true and correct translation of document No. NIK-11183,
ANNETTE JACOOSOKN
ETC No# 20146
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COTOTSEL FOR V.-ER CRIJ.IES
i^ppdx. 2
S ° £ Z
Vienna, 4 May 1946
To,the
Bundcskanzlerant - Foreigj5. Affo.irs,
Attention of; Hcrr Biinistcrialrat Dr. Bluohdorn,
Z i £ B; ^
Balliiausa1 atz 2.
Res - Berndorfcr Metallwarcnfabrik
Arthur ICrup? ^"JcticnrcsGllschaft.
\7g beg to refer to your telephone enquiry and
to inforn you herewith, that Herr Krupi? von Bohlen
und Halbach had already, prior to the occupation
of Austria by Gornan troops, endeavored to gain
the Berndorf v/orks for his family.
From memoranda wo- were able to ascertain that
X)articular stress was placed upon a proposal nade
to us in this direction particularly in the middle
of 1936.
iblo, by
of the Berndorf r.Iotallwarenfabrik Arthur Krupp
AG- until spring 1938. From the attached excerpt,
certified by a notary, of a letter of the member
©f the Vorstand of the Vercinigto Industrie Unter-
nehmungen Akticngosollschaft Berlin of 4 May 1938
to the member of the Vorstand of the Creditanstalt
Bankveroin Herr Baurat e.h. Erich Heller, it has
been documontarily ascertained, that Secretary
of StOvtc ICoppler workoi^' on Goerings instructions
on the sale of the ; erndorf shares ov/ned by the
Creditanstalt and that Goering ha,d made a promise
along those lines to Hcrr Krupp von Bohlen"" und
Halbach without consulting the Creditanstalt, from
which, moreover, it may be gaEfchered that, at the
time, several German parties exprcssedtbatr interest
an the shares owned by the Creditanstalt and that
authoritative members of the Reich Government
exerted their influence towards
The Creditanstalt Bankvcroin, however, was
clever evasions, to postpone a transfer
(page 2 of original)
transfer of the share property, no
matter what the circumstancesy from Austrian to German
nands. in this the Creditanstalt was not even
given an opportunity to select its own partner•
- 1 -
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(paGC 2 of original cont^d)
f
As far as the negotiations \7hioh finally forcod
th.0 Creditansta,lt to hand over the block of shares
a,ro concGrnod,it nust bo said that thcso dragged out
till the middle of July 1938, whereby the negotiators
from Essen lot thcnselvcs be drawn into narrow-
ninded haggling concerning the various items - Even
though the' CrGdita.nsta.lt was able, in the end, to
ob-tain the correct intrinsic va.lue of the .shares,
it must bo added that 1) The Croditanstalt had to
hand over fixed interest securities for the replace
ment o'f which they had, during the years 193-3/34? paid
out about 40 million Goldschillings and the Crodit
anstalt, through the compulsory sale had lost
any chance ever to make good a. part of this loss
from future income?
2) the Croditanstalt could exchange only 2/3 of
the va.lue in G-oldschillings of the Borndorf shares,
as eva.luatcd by calculations into Reichsma.rk,which
was .equivalent to an effective loss of one third.
Already in 1938 it was clear to every clear thinking
person that in the event of a continuation of the
peace time economy in Germany a.nd also without the
advent of war the buying power of the Reichsmark
was under no circiunstances to be estimated higher
than that of the *lustrian Schilling.
Ehc_l£sur£ ♦ _
We rcma.in with sincere respect
Croditanstalt Bankvcrcin
Malmer c.h. Dr. Elonz o.h.
(page 3 of original)
Herr Director Heller
Ocstcrrcichischc Creditanstalt-V/ienor Bankvcrcin
y io n n a
Schottengasse 1
Dear Herr Heller,
D had already told you in Vienna that Secretary
of State Herr ICoppler had informed me that Eicld
Marshal Goering had promised Herr Krupp von BohlcJ^
und Halbach that the shares of the Bcrndorfer
Metcallwarenfabrik Arthur Krupp AG should be sold
onljv to him.
(Signed); Yours sincerely Olscher o.h.
- 2 -
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CEP.TIPICATE OP TH-PtTSLATION
26 November 1947
I, John POSBSPRY, No. 20179, hereby .certify thc.t
I am, thoroughly conversant v/ith the English and
G-erman languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of Document No. NIK-598B.
• • f ' ' ' i' f '
WMMMs^k
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Joim POSBERRY,
No. 20179.
\TeIt&'aTION OF^DOCUJflilNr No" NIK-IOHO?
OFFICS OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIILS
R e TD 0 r t
on the results of the discussion on the Balance Sheet
of the Berndorfer B^etallwarenfabrik iirthur Krupp A-G., Berndorf,
held from lU to 17 May 1939*
It should be pointed out beforehand that the conversion of the
Schilling to Reichsmark is going to "nave a decisive effect both on the
balance sheet and on the future profit account. An amount of UO million
Schilling on the balance sheet represents converted at the old rate of
exc-iiango of the Schilling 20 j'lill. RM^ and converted at the nevr rate
approx. 27 Mill, RI>'T. All Schilling debts therefore show an increase in
value. The capital is accordingly diluted. On the debit side the book
values of the'entire working assets are also automatically increased bj
7 j'ill. in order to balance these revalorizations. Inasfar as these
assets contained reserves, th^^se arc being automatically dissolved}
inasfar as they did not contain reserves or if they have an international
price, -corresponding gaps will occur in the balance she-et ivhich "will nave
to be /.Titten off.
The follov/ing can be said in detail t
I. Assets.
A._ Investments
• • « « . . U05,000 Sch._
The real estate has, see^ from an average point of viear, been
carefully valued. The average ra'te may be high in respect of the
land used for agricultural purposes, but on the contrary low for
the factory- and housing plots. Seen from an average point of view.
page 2 of the original
nothing can be said against the valuation of this rate.
2) Buildings
Apart from the buildin;., :^n Prague vrtiich is, in my opinion,
booked at too high a value as it does not bring In any return,
this section can also re-^arded as valued carefully. Besides
the factory biiildings, the firm ovms l86 plots with dwelling
houses and some other buildings. It should be taken into considerai
tion, however, that for many years not much has be^n done in the
- 1 -
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Y/a,y of rsp3.ir "to theso buxldini^si Botih the adnu.nis'bra.tiion buxld.xngs
and the workers settlements need, in my opinionj a thorough overhauls ;
This appear^ the more necessary since also the Trustee of Labor has
Quite recently examined the housing conditions at Berndorf and has
made considerable objection. This expenditure might, if Krupp^bssen
participates in the firm, be considerable, as the Berndorf settlements
would a-s far as quality is concerned have to be adapted more o^r
less to the colonies here# As this expenditure would mainly involve
repairs which vrould not increase the value, the expenditure will
absorb any reserves which this section might contain#
3) 'achines ^ .2,820,000 £ch.
Valuation oS this section might be very difficult, as Berndorf
does not have a register ox its machines# In my •pinion, on the part
of the vendor the follov-ring proposition could be made as regards the
highest basis for discussion#
Valuation of the machines at purchase price less normal
depreciation for wear and tear amounting io 10% p#a# All machines
page 3 of the original
which are mor^s than 10 years old, are to be rated at scrap value#
This valuation w^ould bo very high, hov/cveaf, as a machine "Vvhicn has
been in the factory one year, can never be sold as a single machine
at the purchase pri?e, less lO'^ , but would demand^considerably greater
depreciation# The total increase up to and includxng 1923 in
addition to the investments charged to the account "Operation"
amounts to##..#-'* #7,623,000 Sch#
Of this amount '3,520,000 Sch.
had to be v;ritten off for current depreciations# "• "" " "
Therefore the maximum value of the machines aquired
in the past few years amounted to# #U,100,000 Sch.
To this would have to be added the scrap value of the
old equipment (estimated)#
total U,600,000 Sch#
This is in opinion the maximum value which can bo asked at
all. The following facts should, hov;over, be taken into considera
tion at the valuation:
a) Anumber of investments of the past 10 years have in the meantime
been re-constructed again or have to b^ re-constructed# Inasfar as
they have been re^constructod they appear twice on the statement
.. 2 -
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CONTINUED
submitted. An enquiry as to what sums are involved, is in practice
impossible on account of the time and trouble it would talce,
b) Numerous Machines were acquired abroad. Those will through tae
conversion of their book value get a higher value than their original
purchase price and higher than the price at v/hich they could be
acquired .again at present,
page h of the original
Example A machine has been acquired in Germany the previous
year for RBI 100,000,——, It ought therefore according to the example
before us after deducting 1.0% for depreciation for one year^ be
valued at RM 90,000,--, This machine would according to the above
proposal be valued at aporox, 200,000,— Sch, After deducting the 10^,
a value of 130,000 Sch remains, Y/hich when converting them into
Reichsmark would make RJ'I 120,000,—, In spite of the depreciation this
machine would be valued at a sum YThich still exceeds its purchasing
price. From all machines acquired abroad the revalorization value
must therefore first be deducted, as otherwise the machines would be
taken over at rates which exceed the price at which they could be
acquired /again.
Expansion Program.
The expansion of the works is not yet completed, fithout taking
into consideration the orders from the authorities' that may bo
expected by reason of the Q:>inion of Herr R u z i k a, a total
expenditure of RB"* 2.y^00f00^— v/ill still have to be incurred. In
respect of the expected instructions of the authorities a further
R!" i4.,500,G00,- is to be invested,
h) Estate Merkenstein .2,702,000 Sch.
It is hardly possible to value this complex of 6,600 Hectares,
as no estate of any considerable size has bean sold recently in that
district. The book value carries at present interest at the rate of
2,15^, An agreement exists between the Credit-
page 5 of tne original
anstalt and the firm, accordin.^ to which the Creditanstalt is entitled
at any time to take ovep the estate at the momentary value5 or to
have it acquired by a third party. In view of the Decree on the
Prohibition of price Increases, the estate can consequently in my
opinion only be put down at this value at the most, ,
- 3 -
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. On the other hand> it may be assumed that the actual value is approxi
mately'" the same as the book value.
All the above objects are encumbered with a Swiss mortgage oi
8 Hill. Swiss Frsi (7 Hill, for the capital and 1 Millv for interes"t
etc.) in favor Of the Schvfoizerische Discohtbank, Head Office Zuerich,
. Yfhich is now in liquidation.
3)_Participayon£ ♦^
The participations Lucerne and Hilano__contain certain latent
reserves 4 As their capital is however in currency^ part of these
reserves have been automatically dissolved by the conversion. So far
there have been no profits and therefore no interest has been returned
on the capital♦. Berndorf itself obtains a profit of approx. %on e
i^oods sold to these firms. In the case of foreign sales companies
' which do not yield a profit abroad^ the capital can only e va ue
par if it contains considerable reserves which are at least large
enough to cover the cost of selling out,, liquidation and ^xpenses
in the event of the company having to be wound up for
reasons. According to investigations these reserves shoul exis 5 so
th3,t even after the conversion no oojoctions can be raise agains
the book value. /
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Klinkosoh has during the past year suffereda loss of 100,000
Soh, which equals of tho capital. Production is to be stopped
and the workers transferred to Gerndorf. In view of the continuous
losses and the cost of removing the workers,, this participa ion mus
be written off in full.
Achenrain will probably bo taken out of the Company by tho Bank
at book"valSe7 so that nothing need bo said about this participation,
C)_Floating As£ets_j^
l)„Stocks • • .1^^827^02.0^Sch.
In the metal value of tho stocks a latent reserve sum of
^00,000 Sch has so far existed. Such reserves are necessa^ for aO^
stocks v;hich have an internatibnal market value which is influenc<^
by speculation, in order that speculative fluctuations in price will i
not Mediately necessitate depreciations. On account of the revalo-,
rization of the Schilling a book loss of approx. 2,500,000 Sch has
occurred on the metal stocks, This loss cannot fee
above reserves as the latter" are required for the pHde flUCtuhtWhS^
The loss will rather have to be deducted from the assets in fUllV
- U
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-The semi-finished and finished articles are organised in classes
and have been booked vrith various deductions ^ Insofar as no deductions
for them existj they are listed as liabilities under the corresponding
value adjustments. The ostuiiate is' therefore correctly made.
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2)^Debtors_. 216,000. Sch.
All currency-debtors suffer from the revalorization loss. As the
Reichsbank has, however, taken over the debt at the old rate of
exchange, this loss in currency has been automatically set aside.
Apparently they are otherwise no considerable risks in the debtors.
Should the Bank be prepared to guarantee the payment of the debt,
a special sum as revalorisation reserve would not be necessary".
3)__B^i^s • 000 S^ch.^
It is not a question of actual Bank assets, but mostly of
clearing debts the majority of which has however been paid in the
meantime•
U)_Cash,JBills^of ^cMnge^^ Securiyes_. 288,000 Sch.
D) Sureties ".l^^30,000 Sch.
This actually concerns guarantees of delivery and performance in
which no risks appear to be involved. The Bank isrould take over the
sureties for Achenrain together v/ith the participation.
II. Liabilitie£
A._Capital__and_Sur£lus___
1)_Share_Capital_,
• On acquisition at par RM ^00,000 would have to be expended
uj) to now.for the entire capitalj at present, on the contrary,
RM 6.000.000.-.
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2) Reserve Fund. .1,093,000 Sch.
.2,03i4-,000 Sch.
On these reserves there still is a tax liability of approx#
100,000 Schf^
- 5 -
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U) Profit surplus. • • « •
profit.
Tho profit is increased 133/ approx. 1 P^ill. Sch. in respect
of actual investments which wore charged to "operations"^ on the
other hand it would have to be reduced by 8^,000 Sch in respect of
internal interest which is debited to Achonrain and the pavment of
which is not certain, moreover, it vrould have to be reduced by the
normal depreciations for wear and tear which I should like to
estimate at 1,500,000 Sch for buildings and machines together, whilst
the depreciations have up to noirV only amounted to approx, 300,000
Sch per annum. After deducting the extraordinary takings (such as
compensation for currency losses in respect of previous years) the
following profits result:
1936_ 1937_
Profit 1,385^000 2,626,000
Actual investments _
Gross Profits 1,985>000 3|626,000
Less additional Depreciations _ i^2^2^2?2 —
985,000 2,i+26,000
Less actual currency losses 735,000 Interest
(after deduction of clearing Achen-
payments) ^raln • _22'2^2 _
Net profits 250,000 2,3^6,000
- 6 -
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Acoordingly, a real profit was realized for the first time last year.
The partial enlargement Tof the plant, which took place in the me^time, and
a considerably increased turnover are the reasons for these profits,
B»_ValT£- Adiustm^ents, ^etc_j^
; 1,) Earmarked reserves Schilling 1,203,000,—
These reserves must be taken into account to arrive at a correct eva-
' luation. It is open to question whether the revenue authorities will recogni
ze the full amount of these reserves. Therefore, we should assume, as
a precaution, that tax debts to the amount of 100 to 200,000 Sch are in
cluded in this fund.
2.) Devaloxiaation profits not Realized (1,586,000 Sch^ 241,000 Sch.
^%li.2i®^_DeyalojrizaJi:m Profits, 1,035,000 Sch,
These exchange profits originated in the Swiss credit, described in
the following, on the occasion of the devalorization of the Swiss franc.
According to Austrian law taxes should have been paid on this profit
ready at the time the Swiss franc had been devalorized. This was done with
part of the profit. However, as described in the following, taxes have
not yet been paid On the other part, According to the legal opinion pre
vailing in Germany proper these devalorization profits as long as they have
not yet been realized, are held to be neither profits nor capital reserves
but a real liability. Only to the extent as they are being realized may
these profits be transferred to the reserve fund.
-. 7 -
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C. j^ong TermJDbligations^j;
li) Swls^JFranc Gredit_^. i . i k i . •• v • • ' * * 7>180,000 Sch^
As already mentioned the entire holdi^s are burdened
mortsaee equal in Value to the above amount in Schilling. The Schweizer
Diskont-Bank, which has. theCipates vdth SWiFrs. 2,760,000 - 3,400,^0 Sch ^
and the Ci^ditanstalt with Sw.Frs, 3,030,000 - 3,760,000 Sch. The aooyeSntSLdrnot yot realized dev^orization '
of the devalorization of the Swiss franc, acoo g , g
contract, negotiations involving this credit must
^ss baAk. AS stipulated in the contract the cre^t must he re^idIn effective Swiss francs. The ^p!f®?^nsta^^ L the
annum. Contrary to the above stipulations the . consent that
occasion of the devalorization, of the Creditanstalt
the entire devalorization profit falling to vppn naid off In
should be transferred to it after the S^ss ''^^nftharthfratfAf
addition the Creditanstalt had obtained the consent the rate olinterest on this credit should be increased up to ^%^ tove t^ pr
vailing maximum discount r'^ te of 1 %p©r ann^ m fh^^edit
a profit. No taxes have been paid sofar on this par •
AS the Creditanstalt did not pay any taxes either, a tax debt of 5 ,
Sch, has accrued on it.
- page 11 of the original -
I should like to state '^ ^uinst the legaUty
agreement as it is, in my opinion, ° , . sold francs)
made with the firm (which stipulate effective ^ ^ ngnk In
and also contrary to the syndicate contract made ^th the S^s
view of the fact that the banks have formed ^s^cate X^^f the
r SpT, ' thl. ppptppg tor r.„.j. ot -p.-
tarv oolicies Finally, I should like to refer to the fact that, in myopSiS thi^contrart Af the principal shareholder with the co^ag
is likeiy to be contrary to the regulations of the German oorporati
ISW X. 4»
Furthermore, the banks have reserved to themselves the righ _o
convert 50 56 of the credit into shares in which case ^ ^
5# 56 may accrue to them. Thus, they te in he p --gggnt state
ticipate in the company's reserves to this extent. At the pres.n
of the loan this would mean, reduced to figures, a depreciation in
v^lue of the shares of approx, 15 to 20 %.
- ao -
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On the occasion of the revalorization of the schilling there again
accrued an exchange Drofit, which, presumibly, will be subject to the Ger-
nian fiscal regulations, at least at the time this profit will be realized,
•.ccording to these regulations, 75 of the profit thus realized
- page 12 of the original -
must be transferred before-hand to the Reich and.the remaining 25 % must
be included in the profit and loss statement s bject to normal taxation,
leaving an exchange profit of 10 to 15 a of the amount originating from
the revaloriz-itioa,
D.^Short _Term Obligations^.
1.) accounts r.ayable 6,432,000 Sch,
This concerns payments on account .and liabilities en goods to be paid
in the future, mostly in Reiohsmarh, Only a small amount is due to for
eign debts.
2,^ Banks, ... .... 6,590,000 Sch,
This item represents several current accounts af the Creditanst"'It.
Amajor part of these credits were given for the purpose of financing clearing
debts. •
It should be mentioned in this connection, that the compiny has
a number of li"ibilities owin.g to pensions, the current vlue of v/hich is
•approxLuately 200 to 300,000,- Sch, They have not been listod among t...e
liabilities.' In addition, the company owes current taxes to the amount
of approximately 600,000,- Sch., nimely 50 >000,— Sch, on the devalori-
z.ation profit, on which the taxes have not been paid sofar, and 300,000,-
Sch on taxable reserves on which taxes also have not been paid,
13
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Recapitulation:
Capital reserves 15,354,000,— Sch.
To be ded 'cted:
1.) Stocv exchange losses
on metals , 2,500,000.—
2,) iCcrued but not realized
exchange profits , ♦ 1,035,000,—
3») the worthless Klinkosch-
holdings . 200,000,—
. 4.) Taxes due fGO,000.—
5.) pensions due .^QP,p00j^—
^ . >J35>000^-y: Sch.
10,619,000.-- Sob.
- 9 _
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The total of the capital sum would change if an other value should be
••laced on the item "achinery", ' e should like state exprevS.sl7 that ex
change profits^ hot yet realized, have not been ta" en into account. In
regard to the evaluation of these profits there exists a fundamental diffe
rence between the taxation policies of ^ustria and the onfs' in Germany pro
per.
It should be mentioned in this connection that the profit and loss
statement of the current year is debited with a loss of approximately
R!' 200,000, —, incurred by the purchase of boilers which we do not intend
to instill but which will be sold ag.iin.
(signed) Schroeder,
20 vaj 1930,
C^RTIF^CATT OF TF.".^^ST.iTIO".
I, G, Lauener, FTO 20 123, hereby certify thit I am a ditly appointed
translator for the German and English languages and that the above 5.s a true
and correct translation of the d cument MIa-10605.
Nuremberg, 24 Cctorer 1947.
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OFFICF. OF CHUTF' OP COUNSEL FOR "'-O-.R CRUiSS
STRICTLY COMFIDEJ.n'I.'X..
0 p- Ci- t. .
on the conference .?t Berndorf on l6 Mny 193S.
Pre s e n _t^
Herr Kl-^.us von BOKLEN-H.'iLBACH )
)
Herr Johrjonos SCi^IROEDER, )
Director of the fin?JicirJ. Depextment)
of the Kru:p firra^ Essen ) for the Kruoo firm of Essen
)
)
) .
Sn^^ineer Rusickn of the Krupp-
Gruson~Pl."jit in Mr.^-^debur'^
Prokurist Rudolf JOHN
Profcurist Robert GLLTSlL
) for the Borncorf i'oetoJLliN.^.renfr.brii:
•' ."xthur Kruop L.C-,
)for the Oosterreichischc Crcdit-
).''nst.''.lt~ .ioner Bp.nkvcrcin
Bef-^rc {^oin.:^ into detrdls I should like to b..,;^in with few renernl
remarks,
The discussions with the .^^ontlcmen of the Krupp firm-in Essen took
plr.ce in r. porticulerly friendly ntmosphore 'Xid-I took -jrent peins
to refute the numerous objections, on which I shr.ll report Inter,
by purely well founddd rrguments r.nd by pointing out that it is my
task merely to protect the interests of my compaiiy.
Mossinav^erk -.chGiirrin ! This ooint was first derdt with by the
Essen gentlemen. 'Ihey told me th'^-t not only "v.'^ s BSRI^-DORF's claim of
:poroximatGly 1 million Shillii:i.gs lost, which I could not deny, the
stock had become valueless, which I could not deny cither, •'^ nd finally
thot the contiiiuation
(oagc 2 of original)
or the liquidation of the entororise ~ or whichovor way may bo chosen -
would involve considerable sacrifices. Since in this connection the
gentlemen put forvr'.rd completely preposterous claims for allowances,
I was obliged to state th-"t my comoany, if sale of the Borndorf plant
to the Krupo firm of Essen should materialise, •: i?ould simply t^ke
out the '•ccount .'.cbonrain from the total balance 1 Borndorf or
altcrnativcir, leave the book values unchaiiged and guarantee the
winding up to the buying f?roup. The gontlomon agreed to this.
.j:c.-^rdin ~ the figures, which I shall quote later, may I point out, that
these axo mostly round suns -^nd th'^t at the present stage of the
negoti'^tions, I would prefer not to go into details, sinco I oxranged
with Director SCIIROEDFR th-l ho will make a. detailed written report
- 1 -
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on the strcn;'^,th of his exnninntionSj of v/hich we will receive r. copj.
is soon -^.s this roncrt -^.s well c.s cn'-incer Rusickn's technic.?! expert
oDinion is in ny h?ndSj I sh.-^Tl dorl v;ith the individurj. points inoi'o
in detnil.
However^ I should like to eaphnsize nt this p.jint th?t I got the
impression thnt snle of our Berndcrf stock to the Krupp firm of
Essen wouD.d be -"Inijst out of th-.. question since in the course of our
conversation^ v/hich lasted ^Imost 10 was more and more con
vinced that the aontlGmen seem to imaoino/thcy can acquire t is
liabilits'- of the Credit.-^nstalt at an excoption.ally low price; neither
do they scorn to bo willing to pay even bhis low price in cash; for,
they discussed with me the
(page 3 of original)
the expenditures of the l-'cal banlc credits and when I informed them
that the present rate for combine credits is 6% the gentlemen declared
that they would only consider credits with 5% interest , whor
I replied that to my knowledge credits within the Reich cat pr
cost about 6j-^.
upon
esent
As to the Mei-rsch••ft liarkonstcin th.; /cntlcmcn observed, that they
would like to acquire .-^Iso this, however, not this yeT, but only in
a few yo"XG time; for this they dcm.and an option frajm the Crcdit-
anst-'lt. I stated that, in my opinion, the president ..i the Crodit-
rnst^it vdll not grant an option on such property for several years,
all the more, since within such a period conditions may change, where*
upon the gentlemen asked me whether I did not know that a ceilin.-:-
price regulation exists in the-Reich and that for this i-easen the
sale jf the Horrschaft Idarkcnstein by the Cmditanstalt could only
take place on the basis of the back value ruling at the time. Of
cou^s^^, the gentlemen of Essen would bo prepared tj grant us a com
pensation of 5'^ per yo."r of th^ book value -'that is to say - for
every year the option is not t^kcn up, by way of interost.
I replied that I could see n.- way of excluding Id^rkcnstcin from the
Berndcrf complex, for the assets and liabilities of the Horrschalt
M-^rkenstoin -^re an into^r-^l part of the Bcrndorf .• balance and thus
a part of the Krupp shares; if thoroforc,wc n-.;.w sell our Bcrndorf
stock holdin,-.s of course we also sell the Horrschaft Ikrkcnstein
at the same time.
(page 4 s)f original)
The discussion rer^rding debtdrs showed that Berndorf has no bad or
doubtful debts. At first the gentlemen v/antod a. yreator deduction oT
the debtors; however, when Prokurist JOffiJ of • . Berndorf • made a
definite declaration, that Berndorf has no bad or doubtful' debts, they
demanded a. deduction of about 2^^ of the dett-rs figure, I rojoctod
this dom'^ iid as cumplctoly unjustified, since i-ir. jOH*N had proved to the
gentlemen that more than 9Cr% of the outstandin".'-', accounts shown iii the
balance shoot per 31 December 1937 had boon duly sottlod by yesterday:-
2
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(p^.tjC 4 of orif^in'^ly cont^d)
tho rcnrlndcr of 10$^ r.rc ell amounts paid by Bankers' transfer
which due to v/eli-known reasons have not yet been paid in Vionnca.
In ostiiii.atin'' the stocks^ the ;-;;cntlcnvjn took quite --^n impossible
view. In spite of tho rapidly decrcasin;;; copper rratos, the Borndorf
vstocks still tod-^y have boon valued On/consarvativc b<asis. In
those stocks the Berndorf • .icntlcmon estimate existing reserves
of •'^ t least 500.COO Schillings, The :;ontlamen of tho Krupp firm in
Essen wished to orove to me that in view of these reserves the
Croditrnstalt vvould need to make a deduction from these stocks of
^.t least 2,000,000Schillings; tho reasons they put forviard for this
wore that thoy vdshc-d to have the met^l rate of exchange adjusted
to the Berlin quv^tatijn, whereupon I told the acntlomon that
our oxe^rt clculatian is based ..n tho fact that wc are refunded
the entire less in cxchan=;e rates by the (Zusatzausfuhr-^
ver 3uetun.a) by the Reich payina us a promiun up te 43^ of export
currencies^ so that losses on copper are not incurred by •"
Berndorf . Since wc knov; from cxnerionce th-t the stocks are
turned-'^vor 4 times a year, I asked the. pcntlcmen hew they would
prove to mo the oxchanac loss en tho stocks if tha^ negotiations
had taken place in 3 months time instead of now
(pa?c 5 of ori'iin'^l)
when due to the price metal r.iovementSj tho stocks automatically, had
cc-mo down to the level of the Berlin qaotati-^n vrnthout any losses
havin? boon, inourrccl.
In this connection tho following, will be cf s^mo interest:
Dui'in-3 the afternoon the gentlemen from Essen exaxainoci tho calcu
lations fcr all tho major expert rolati:-ns; in doing so they
based costs on the high copper rate of cxcaanpo and wanted to
prove ta mc that export business showed no profits, wheroupon I
could not help asking Ix, Klaus von BOHLEN-UXSi.GH why the
Vienna quotation was taken as -a basis for the ooqo^rt calculation
and the Berlin q_uotation for the valuation of the stocks. By this
question I iTm.de it absolutely clear that the Creditanstalt was
unable to admit such an arbitrary deduction.
In this connection I also pointed out that, according to my know-
lodge, there had always boon some tal]^ in the preliminary discussions
that the Krupp firm in Essen will not only pay a price for tho holding
which is in keeping with the present day value and the profits
positiC'n,but also an .amount for the good will and last but not least
a cempons-'tien in view rf the fact that wc have to sell Berndorf •
•''t tho iT'-mcnt of a st.Ttin.: boom, I also requested tho gentlGmcn
to remember that in these negotiations Baurat HEIXKR and I boar a
considerable responsibility and that being a.waro of this responsi
bility wo arc not in a position
(page 6 of original)
to make concessions, which have no roasonablo founda.ti:>n. The tech
nical export, cnaineor Rusicka, told mo that it soeincd quite im
possible t.^ hii'ii to include Krupp's future possibilities in the form
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•jf ?Ti .•:'^ iouat in the nurch.^.so Drico, yet to bo cjgroocl up'-^n. The
Bcrncljrf plc.nt.^, ospocirdly tho founc^ry> workin-r to full
c-np^.city so tho.t no cxponsl-.'n of tho business could bo ox;occtod in
view ..f tho present condition of the plnnt nno conscqucntlj'- Krupp's
future opixjrtunities could only bo cqurl to those of 1937 nnd .on
odditionoi pr.ymcnt in this connection would therefore bo out of
the question.
It v7Guld lend too fr.r to prove here that these considerations
rro cornplotoly vvron,c<, dcC'Ordin^ to ostirantos by tho Berndorf
mnnn-^onLcnt^ the foundry wns v7orld.n--_; in 1937 •-•nly about 70^ its
c<
t]
50^ ondir.pacity^ th-^ outlory rnd hollow vn.ro Vv'orks apprvzimtoly
die apparatus c:-.nstruction plant hardly 30% of their capacity.
Mr, Klaus stated, that tho Creditanstalt had
demanded in the event of a sale that tho future bank credit of
tho Berndorf vverks with the Creditahst.-^lt would have to be made
use of. Herd he would bo prep-ared to maico concession; his idea
bcinf-^ that the Berndorf plant wculd pay the naxiaujn rate of
interest -icri-iitted by'.'the Reich for the Gcrnan_Kommarzbanken
withC'Ut 'idditionaj. fees, niakina this credit cost 0^% interest
per ^nnum at raost, he rxiiaht also perhaps be prepared to contract
those torr.is for a specified period. I replied that we would censidcr
•a contract of at lo-st 10 years, wheroupon the acntlonicn replied they
would have tothinl-c it .;vor.
(narrc 7 ef ori^^inal)
.'avionp others the question the pcnsiajns pbllratiohs of .. . Born-
d'irf • was aj.so discussed, Acc.vrdinp t-- the bo.ks of the firm
9 f-^rmor oapicyocs "re drawinp pensions amouhtinp to Wi 2.830 per
month, that\s 31,000 evarks per rannum. I iaontionod that liabilities
this kind could ccrt-inly not be considered as im;.r^rtant f or
such an extensive ol'^nt a.s Berndorf, and that I c(.'Uld see- no O'.dnt
in ar^uia- this questi.:n separately, since tho pensioners were
65 years of are •'•n the -^.vera.'^ c. Tho r-fcntlomon from Bsscn, however,
reckoned with tho help of the Spitaer tatalos that the cash value
'-.•t those pensions aio-junts to at least 200,000 M^-rks '^ nd '--n t'lc
stronipbh ef this demanded an all'-Vjance aiiV.-untin'" t-:^ .200,000 liarks
in the event of the transacti; n materializing.
The pcntlomen expressed their views about the cloarin.^ of the ox-
chan.--o profits of Bernderf in a manner as yet completely unknown to
r.ic. In 1936 there was an oxchan;^e nrofit of roup;hly 1,600.000
Schxllin,:s as a result .:f the dcvaluntich' of the Swiss franc; •
on the othei" hand Berndorf had cxch^n.^e losses ...f aw'-^roximately
500.000 3chii.linp;s, In 1937 based .jH the Ic.-^islatiwn at that time
the Berndorf plant received, a c'aupensation for those exchange ^
la ssos •-! '•oor-oximately from national funds, Tho Director of the
Fin-^nco Der.a::'tmont -jf tho Krupp firm ii'^ r!ssen '-vcht so far as to
state: The" exch-nre l .sscs ^f 1936, of course, affect tho profit ane
loss accoiuit,
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I acntioncc'. that thoso exchange Iv-sscs - if rffectin,- the -tr'.^fit
loss *^cccunt - caji only be':chnrf^ccl to cxtrr.urc.in.ary cxpponditurc,
as they represent losses which do not r:cur rcpularly, but, on
the other hcjicl, cann^'/t bo chr.r.fscd t.-; extraordinary cxixnditure
(pa'-;o 8 of ori.;5inal.)
in full but on].y approximately 50^, since the remainder of ^0%
v.'as refunded by the State., Hovjovur, Director SCIiROlDSR could n--t
be dissuaded ircni his view that the profit- loss account of 1936
was affected by these cxchm/jo losses, for this was the point of
vievj talccn by the Gcrni'an revenue authorities.
riow I raised the question what was the position with the exchange
profits of 1.600,000Sciiillin^s, v/horoupon I v;as told to my ,;-roat
surprise that this cxchan;~;e profit should appear in the balcance
simply as a suspense entry, for "it h^.s net been realized". The
"entlcnonts .attitude was that this cxchanau profit could only then
be roa.lisoc. after the Swiss Ic^n had boon corqolctoly paid, in
short, thoy will not acknowlecl~G the l,60C.00CS(zhiliin.s as a free
and lacretr/or tao: paid reserve. The question of a debtor's letter was^
"Is-.^ discussed; I refrained from e:q>ros3in,'^ cny opinion in this mat.tcr
Prokurist is a-ina to dr.aw up a list of t'xcd reserves and
unt-^xed reserves; I hav,. the foclin';: thaw the .rentlemen will
flatly deny the existence of those reserves.
RGi3ardin, '^ .'jastctten, wo shall receive an export epini.-n in the
near future; en.dncor Rusicka takes the view that ..mstettcn is
obs.lete .and cf no value. The b;.'.>k v.aluc -..f site, builrlinas, m-'^chincry
and v/orkcrs' dwellings amounts to apprcximately 5OO.OOO Sihiilinas.
(pape 9 of ori-inal)
I asked ono.iinoer Rusicka, whether he could tell mo how nrny freight
lo.ads with machines wore str^ndin- in .1-sectton, and if it is his
view that .daistettcn is coomplctoly worthless, for, then my firm
would porh-ps do best to think about transforrino the workers
from' /imstotton to Bcrnd.:.rf and to scrap .'mistctten.
There is '-nether reason for the unfavourable export opinion on
.'jnstettcn; up till n-'W liastetten was a plant manufacturin.p tubes
.'ind bans of copper 'and brass and the acntlomcn of Ssson think of
convortin,':; t.istotten to aluminum and siiaulinum alloys. In this
case they would need p.'^rticularly heavy presses with thousands cf
tens of pressure and those prcss..s do not exist at jtustcttcn.
The valuation of the Berndcrf machines was important item in
the discussions. The former Gcnoraldiroktor of the firm. Dr.
H;133URG3R, alxvays opposed the scttiiag up of a c.ard-index for the
machines^ thox'Gforc Berndorf has none. The .gentlemen from Essen
fully cxiDloitcd this fa.ct during the discussions.
Regarding the Berndorf • machines, they could not convince me
that these should all be thrown on the scrap heap, therefore they
t'5-
'• j . H.uacr-v ' . y ..' .a., . xi r Vw-.
•v.
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decl.''.rcc! nnd Agr.in thr.t the nir-.chinos needed expensive ad
justments; vi)hon I asked for definite infoiTiiation they stated that
the procaution.nry measures for the prevention of accidents in
compliaiicc vduh the Reich re-^ulations v;cro inadequate, that
certain'dri\d.n'" belts must bo enclosed by v?iro ^.nd the like.
(payc 10 of original)
No notice was taken if the fact, that durin"' the past two years
lar^-^c-scale purchases .and Lmpr--vc;ncnts were uLadc. The yentlemen,
for instance, asserted that, if a machine i-jhich had boon used in
object A and is transferred to object B, then the same was shown
a second time as an asset in the b.vdcs cf Krupp of i.bjcct B, whore
it has been re-mounted; such ar^^aments arc hardly to be taken
seri.'Uslv and cannjt be refuted.
I have asked the expert as t^ the roaulations in Germany, -in eases
then' machine is iinp.rtod^, and had to learn fr^.m him, th.at in
this case the purchase price of the mrchinc, includin'^ freight,
duty, costs for assembly and mounting -^.re t.p be shown as assets.
At Krupp, Bcrivlerf j the jaachines arc entered in the books - if
at all - with the supplier's invoicc-ameunt; all other expenses
were naturally charpcd year after year to pcncral expense acceunt.
.'I'tor a thorouph discussion ^ir, Klaus von BOHLTi^N-KoLBAGH pave the
f^ll.win ; oxplrn-'tion: subject to a thorou;;,h ex'oninati.jn by his Esson
advisers, he imagined, that the Bcrndorf mr.chincs, which were
purchased durina the past ten years, could be taken over at the
original purchase price rdnus ; 10^ '^nnual amortization; machines,
vhich wore written off and were >ldor than ten yer-rs, are not paid for,
I pointed out that the electric power st.ations were older than
ton yc-'^rs and certainly rooresented some value; however ho would
not ylnit such an aryumont.
(paac 11 of oripinal)
I bcliove^in the report which is to bo sent fr-om Essen, the /•gentlemen
will m'^ jcc thv; follcwinp proposals in r-opard to the niJ^'chincsj
Purchase price of m.'^ chinos Austrian )
-acquired durin-j the past ten yeans Sdhillin.ps) 7.629.000.—
Deorcciations during the last 10 years
rest Austr.
Schillin/rs
ffPresent b.-.\Ae v^lue
Rosultin-;'; in an excessive-price of
the
3.529.000.—
4.100.000.—
2.442.000.—
1.658.000.—
•out theI am •-•f/Ljpxiiion that no-utiations un this basis are quitcj^of/question,
since thoi'e is no reason, why the Croditanstalt should sell the I'lark
to the v/cll-lcnovm firm of Fried, Krupp, Essc-n, for 10 or 20 Groschcn.
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The 'ontloraon ccclr.rcd repent eclly thnt th- ropnir of Bcrndorf ?
nnd /jnstotton v/onld require enormous suras rnd thnt the cnpitnl
et the disoosnl "f Xrupp Ssson is not unlimited.
In the cnse of n nurchnso thv- foil .win" investments njro olnnncd:
linchines for Bcrndorf 3.000*000.—
Hcnvy presses for .Vastctton ^ " 3.000,000,—
Construction of « ccmplotG, -"nd nc??
clndclin,3 plnnt -^nd n dcpertnent
for li 'ht mctrls nt Icnst 3.000.000.—>
iir 9.000.000.—
Those invcetmcnts "rc ccrt-'^inly nccessnry^ this •vv.)uld mcnn however^
thrt fr;r the mnj.-r prrt - nt lenst R},: 7.000.000, n new Dro-na.?n
of production v;->uld hnvc to be intrrducod nt Bcrndorf,
(na.':<e If of jripinrJ.)
I cxplninqd U. the qentlemon that the Credit"nstnlt icncw quite
well, thot durin •: the next few years oicr^ er less Irrnjc scr^Xc purchases
by Bcrndorf vdll bcoo.mo necessary; however, we wore also rather
optimistic-viuh rcpard t-: future business tr-^jisacti'.ws end above
-"ll, witli re ;ard to the b-oni in ec.;no;iy_, that wc did not hesit"to
to make these investments, since they Wvuld shw po-^d returns
within a very shent time; yet, I fail t^ understand, why, the
fact, that inp'ortant cnlar"er.icnts will have te be readc,should be
c..;r.sit.',orod as an occasi-m t; pay little er nothinr for plants
already cxistin.;;, "nd which certainly arc well equipped.
The question concorniny the h.";uses of office w.jrkors ana factory
workers ly.s rXsj discussed, I aiii not exa.p;":ei""tine when I say, that
.-^t lest half cf the buildings of the town of Bcrndorf ano^owncd
by the Berndox^f plants. The acntlemcn want^^d t ^ see a profit anc
loss account- ;:f the houses. Burinlast yam quite a. number jf
repair works because business returns aj-lowct. far it, were carried .'Ut
on the buildir-as. The costs of those repairs were chmpco! t.
buildin 5 •acc.'Unt which c ..insequcntlj" shov;s a debit balance of
approxiiuatcly ;.S 200,000,-r Sxpondituro on apartment houses -^.t
Krupp's lias not only necessary but was just indispensable. One
must' not evcrle-vk the fact that the plant cmpleys qualified vj.xx-kors
and C;S ^eciallv a. lar^c staff of engineers and that for these p>.sitions —
workers fr'..m Bcrnc'hrf '.ro only rarely qualified but that raostly oeo^,)!'-
cxclusivolj'" fi'oni Vienna "^rc boin.a cmp.lo.yod:, Cmsidorin.f-" that the
wa.oc is not very hi ah, the manaaemont had t - keep these people interest
in the plant by vlfcrin them r.opartmonts with -ardons and somc^
facilities, hr else these qualified workers would ha.Vv- loft a^ain.
Actually,
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this of view had bo^n adopted by tho frjiiily Krupp g-v
pi'G-yfar-Ciays ?,s frr as Bcrndorf v.t.s concerned. However, sd
certain ojaount expenditure is involved in connection m
e en in
, since -a
it r i i l i ti \vith these
apartment h-uscs, the representatives from Essen, concluded that a
purchase jf thcs'-j h::uscs is quite out of question as they do not
brini^ any profit but only expenses.
From tho strtoment made by the technical export I quote the followina"
in reforcnco to onlar<3ements of the plant;
Sm^tina plant; come of the furnaces tc ovGrloacled, therefore little
time is left for -attending to their iaaint.^nc-noQ,
otherwise ovorythin'^ is in condition.j i
Drcssin--- shoot new sheds, new tracks, new machines.
Triple-iioaot
rollin.-;; r.iill:
a new in.^ot hcatinq furnace is to bo erected as the
caPvacity'of the one used so f-^.r is too small.
Department
finished' or-ducts; the rolling mill and tho section for finished
products arc well equipped; the conveyor bolt
instaJLlrati-^n is to be overhauled.
Tho wc-..d ^:as ane to be c.^nvertod for the use of coal fuel, if
producers nocGSsany to be replaced by now ones.
Blanchin.-: Plant? renewal ^f same.
"Filmband" 'olant: everything i& in ordershould, be pointed out
that the largo shod of the "Filraband" plant was
written ..,ff entirely and does not appear in the books
ilintin.-: _ancl, Sj;yll
moulds depart';icnt
(iducnz- und ra.ypfchon
hbtoilun,.;.) t it is planned to maico largo improvomonts; this will
involve the reor'rniKation of tho raachincry and the
chase Aew salt^watcr-bath stoves (Salzb--docfen).
ol
Zinc rollin-- mill^ is in working order,
(page 14 of orir-inal)
T/iro olant: the consumption of copper being very restricted in the
Reich, it is intentod to build a new allurainurn-wirc
plant.
^are drawin-: plant; machines :;f an older type, but on an average in
order and serviceable.
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Laboratory; the dssv^n people vnnt to ovcrha. ul this conpletclyj it is
allc;;oc that the transfer conditi'Dns for supplies to the 'jcriiim.
^riaec'. forces are especially strict and that the availr.ble
i'.iachinery and apparatuses are inadequate*
Pcv;cr-station; in as far cas ncpotir.tiins with trupp Ssscn are boin? con
tinued it is to be expected that their roDrosentativcs wilJ. as]:
for a spoci'-'l reduction of the iton. Powcr-stati./n. In Bern- '
dorf at present the Grillenbor;; coal is conveyed by c-ble-
c-'-rts to the coal bunlcers and frOi.! there passed i'aiiadiatcl2r
to. the b';ilcrs, Th. or ice fvr electric current is .-pprcxiruatc-
ly 2 to Groschcn per kah. Gcuei-rldirekt:>r Br. H.'JJ3URGIig
decided last ycr to h'^vo the ..'dl)G build a now turbine plant
as tlio av-^il-^ble sources for electric current were not
sncficicnt and negotiations vdth I-i-vja. . "na the municipality
^f Vienna had broken down ever price difficulties, .'.t present
there -re no -^otiations in pro.rcss v^ith the municipality of
Viomia cenccrnin,^ the supaly of electric current ^,nd the price
situation is s-'^id to- havi.. i-aaroo'cd.
T..y\; the people from Ssson'are of the opini..n that the turbine
plant iiicludinp b^"^ilors - which the .'BEG vail deliver within
th'.j ncm future - are not to st.-rt workina: and I presume they
will doin-nd for this item a further reduction of approximately
3-900.000.-.
I v/as unable to discuss these questions in detail since I knew too little
about the poo/cr quostism ^.t Bcrndorf.
/.s already montl'aicd in the bG-~innin;": I shall avc on exact rooort with th-
aid of fi;-urcs as soon as the cxnort eoinions fr.^m lisscn and i>'de'our^
in the', hop>^ which have been promised mo the future^ -^ro "vaolabl
(pa-e 15 -of ori'dnal)
i From remarks overheard at lunch I believe th^-.t Herr Kl^us von BOHLSTI-
H/.LB.'.GH is under the impression th-''t he can buy from Crcdit-''nstr'Jt'th^ir
1! holdin-s :.f. Bcrndorf --^t the n-;ininal stock value, perhaps payin •; a small
h premium.
He tried to c...-nvincc me that for industrial enterprises in the i^cich
which are payin a dividcn-d ef 9 to lG,b,to-dpy only the nomin-l stock
value is paid, b-ecausc the prospective buyers arc of the opinion that
the expenditure for soci-'^ d. purposes (t'^ Xv-s, contributiuns, collections
etc.) absorb the major part of the profit.
Hc-rr Vl'^us ven BOHLSl-d-H.'.LBAGH also pointed out to rac th-'-t because of its
proximity'-to Hirtonber2 the Berndorf object has suffered a severe
dcvaluati^.n. In future Hirtonbor < is to be ma.nared by ttE-GU3TL0FF-
Foundati^n which - ^.s ho told, me manages chiefly armament plants
which, as is known, bear hi"ih profits. These profits, however, arc not
distributed but arc put back into the companies. Is a result thu. GUoTLuFF-
Foundation enterprises in the Reich are said to be amoni the first of the
model enterprises -nd that owin;--' to the c:-:tont of their profits, they
arc in a position t-o have welfare institutions for their cmployeos of
an incrodiblv hiah stand--^rd.
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.'.s Bcrndorf is in close proxiinitjr to Hirtcnbcrft the .'jontloincn doclr.red
thp.t, for this ron.son alone, the enterprise ^/^euld shov-* no profits for
years to coiac.
In view of thCicoarse of the discussion as c'.oscribad above, I did not
see any rcason'^ ^coirjiilt myself •''.s to any particular point, since I had
(pa-e 16 of ori';in-al).
the iinprossion that the firm of Krupp in 3sscn would like to acquire
the olant for a. noiiiinal' sum but on no .accoiuit pay its actual, value.
yours truly
Robert GL.'iTZL (stamo)
CBlTIFICfTf: OF TR.ilSB.TIO;:
31 October 1947
)7c^ Sidney L. Cl'TES, No, 20128, Hannah SCKL^SB-IGSTi, fL, 20081,
i'aiottc J..',CCBSOHF, Mo, 20146, hereby certify that we arc duly appointed
translibors far the Oerjoion "nd T^;:;li3h lan':.u.a ;;es ajid that the above
is -a tru« and correct translation of the docuraont Mo, NIK-10806,
Sidney L.-GdTES,
No, 20128
IIt/f»] iiii I I i«ft.;.
Hannah SCHK^SB-ISSR.
No. 20081
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COn^JSSL FOR wViR CRBI5S
• 24 IV.v 1938
Rcoort to Horr B.n.ur-?.t Iri'Tenieiir HELLER
Sub.loot: BERNDORFER
.iCcordin^ to my tolephcne tr31c todry -with Herr Dozent Dr. SCHiilSDj
I wish to toll you the fclicwin-:^ cibov.t his request:
Dr. SCHj.-IED hpji the opportunity yosterday^ vihen to^^ether v^ith
Horr President In.^enieur Fritz IL'ilBURGER^ to read what attitude the
\
Essen .gentlemen arc taking after .their visit to Berndorf. He re
quested mc to report to you that he considers this .account unloyrJ.
i"n the highest degree. He is downri^-ht horrified to see how the
reporter is attempting to belittle the enormous values in Berndorf.
Dr. SCMdXED confirms the full text of my first report. He is firmly
convinced thcat .all the investments for maiutenance necessary in the
next few yeajTSj plus all social scr'^ m-ccSj with which he is thoroughly
familiar from his stay.in the Old Reich, will bo earned b;/ Berndorf
without the slightest trouble in the nc:cb few years, so that no
credits are needed for this. He takos a particularly favorable view
of Berndorf's future dcvolopmeht, as he has repeatedly assured mo.
Ho can tell you for instance that ho has a safe order for 3,000 tons
of small moulds (Kaepfchcn) from the' Reicho i^lthough ho h«s no
written confirmation as' yet, it shouldt suffice for him to inform you
that the Reichsbank today gave instructions for the transfer of
25,000.— pound sterling for the first copper purchases under this
order. This order alone ;vill keep the Macpfchenwork running to full
c?.pacity for 6 months. The position regarding rd-nting orders is
equallj- favorable. Regarding apparatus, constructipn Dr. SCHMIED points
out that this production st.ands particularly good chances in the
near future, the more so as rpoaratus construction so far worked with
gino.l)pTticularly low capacity, and is able to accept large orders with
short delivery terms.
Pi'.
•• •
SIS-
(page
2 of
ori-
During thc conversation Herr Dr. SGHxiIEL montionqd that he had
the fcoling that Herr Director KSRU had unfavorably prejudiced the.
Essen gentlemen, having repeated during the talks,that he saw no
prospects of ma^jor orders for the near* future etc. The Essen gentle--
men stated repeatedly that, /oncc Bvirndorf had,become Essen property,
they would place orders in i"-ustria and krupn need no Ion;: or worry
about lack of work.
' Horr Dr. SCHI'.aED also told mo that the last few years had seen
rcall3?- splendid achiqg'-ements in the way of investments for maintenance
in the wor2cs, and that he, is firmly convinced th.at these new acquisition;
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1
•would prove pc.rticulnrly ,J30od ossets now in time of boom. ^ Finally
he kept repeating that it was unworthy of a firm like Fried.' Krupp_j
Essen^ to send out a report of this kind, ^
Hcrr Dr. SCHIvllED asks you urgently to take a particplarly
optimistic view of the future development of the plant/as hp'-
guarantees for his above statements.
Finally ho reported that in the last few days he had had
negotiations with the Prarish of Hirtonberg, and that this parish
had already agreed to provide accommodation for the workers from
Borndorf who would live in Hirtenbcrg, vjhich accommodations would
meet all modern requirements. Dr. SCNi-lED dcclarec that from the
investment angle this would mean a noticeable help for Borndorf.
\
(pcage 3 of original)
Finally he strutod tha.t rcgardin-' the machines bought in recent
years, he had'convinced himself, that today they could'not be re
placed in the world market at the former cost price, as the price
of machines is said to have grc-^tly increased.
I have requested Hcrr pr, SCHi'ilSD at call events, to see to it
that tho Borndorf financial adviser, Herr Prokurist JOHN, cones to
Vienna for tomorrow's discussion, as it is quite possible thcat
the Essen gentlemen bring up subjects, to ajiswer which one needs
daia. which Horr JOHN can ""Ivc us. (
Very trulj'- yours '
I '
Robort GLITZL
Signature
CERTIFICATE OF TRl'SL/iTION
• ' " 7 November 1947
I, /nnettc JACOBSOHI''J, No.,20146, hereby Cc.-rtify th"t I am a duly
appointed 'l^ranslator for' the German and English Iconguagcs and thai the
above is a true and correct translation of the document No, NIK-11352,
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TPoiKSIuiTION OJ EOCUi-':E^iT £lo iTIE-8433
0FEIC5 OF CHIEE OE COUi?TSEL JQR •.•7aH CHIi^ES
At present Villonkolonio Ecufpiirl?Jid pjn
See "bei PotsdpB 4, 24 Juno 1958
(handwritten illegible) 25 Jnne 1938 (initials illegible)
Hcrrn
Dr. Krupp von Bohlcn und Holbn.ch
at_prcsont l_£-„d_g_a_8_t_c_i_n
Hotel Astoria
Ecar Horr von B0HLB3J,
Mpny thanks for your kind letter dated 19th inst^ In connection
with the Bcrndorf matter I should like to inform you today about a
confidential report passed on to mo recently by Kerr Dr. SCHAFiaTliT'R of
the Ecichs-Kredit-Gcscllschaft. According to this» the ventirc Austrian
negotiations are rendered more difficult a.t •erosent by the fact tha.t
the .lUstrians, and cspecia-lly the Viennese, are said to bo annoyed
about the dorainccrirg or managing a.ttitudo adopted by Berlin or the
old Reich, and tha.t they, on their •:>"5rt, were adopting a. rcsorycd
end oven noga-tive a.ttitudo with regard to many questions, specially
portadning to business and economy, as a result of this vexation. The
slogan "Austria for the Austrians" or differently expressed "More
indopondcnco for the Austrians" had boon successful to a ccrtadn degree.
That wa.B shown in the case Keppler »nd is now obvious during many
economic negotiations. In the Reichs-Krcdit-G-osellschaft they were
p.lso experiencing this with regard to the questions on which they were
working v/ith the Kroditanstalt. Owing to this, the influence in the
Bcrndorf question which could have been exorcised from Berlin by the
Viag (Clschcr) had been v/oekenod, Horr Dr. SCHA^FEER added that he
was telling mc this so that
(page 2 of original)
wo should not bo surprised if the influence which could have boon
exerted from hero for the purpose of a speedy settlement of the Bcrndorf ;
business, had grown weaker. Here in Berlin they themselves had probably
overestimated the possibilities of influencli^ the Austrian economic
ontcrprisos, at least in comparison with the latest development.
Although I do not know whether this information is already
obsolete ov;ing to the latest negotiations between your son ajid Dr.
Olscher and the Kreditanstalt, there is the possibility that this
remark of Horr Dr. SCHAEFFSR might still be of interest to you.
Hcrr SCHROEDFR is coming to see mc on Sunday of this wook
anyway, about guiding lines for the balanco-shcct, the first draft of
which is now ready; on that occa-sion I sha.ll disc arrange for the
depreciation and profit figures as from 1 October 1933 to be oxajnincd
again with view to accrucraent of reserves, transference, to reserve
funds, etc.
Yesterday Horr Dr. BSUSCH visited mc, end by a fortuna.te coinci
dence, pvt the same time as Hcrr Professor GOERSES, As he also ma.de a
ver^^^Qod^ii^rcsslon on Hcrr GOFRBliJS, wo told him axcording to. what you had
sgiS to y. to arraj^e matters pjnd. also to contact the city of Leipzig,
- 1 -
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so tha6 he is also ahle to take up his work in Essen on 1 Octoher.
We have postponed the formal signing of the contract until Herr Dr.
E3US0H has hp,d the opportunity of introducing himself to you. Ke v;ill
arrar^e it so that after your return from Badgastein, approximately
15 July, he can come and present himself to you when suigmoned hy cahle,
(page 3 of original)
I very much sympathise with you and wish you a speedy recovery
from your tooth inflammation, as far as I personally am concerned, I can
fortunately report that the days when I have no temperature in the
morning p.tq getting more and more frequent, especially after the nice
weather wo have "been having and I sm also beginning to feel myself,
that with ample fresh air this disagreeable affair will soon be overcome,
I therefore count on being able to resume my work in Dsscn on 4 July
at the canliest or 11 July at the latest. Until then I shall see to it
from here tha.t nothing is left undone and that the balance-sheet and
loan questions etc. continue to be dealt with.
With best compliments from me and my wife to Frau von B0HL3H
and you, as well as best wishes for a. continued happy stay in Badgastein,
Yours sincerely,
dictp.ted: LOESSR
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
Dccrmbor 3, 1947
I, Annette Jacobsohn, 20146, hereby certify'' that I pjb a duly appointed
tr?nsla.tor for the English and German languages and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the document Ho NIK—8438.
Annette Jacobsohn
Ho. 20146
itEijpir
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TRaI'ISLATIOU OF^DOCUMInT No. NIX-IOFh
0FFIC3 OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR .liAR CiuIIIES
Oest(2rreichische Creditanstalt - ' 'iuner Bankverein
Rub ^ersta^iip; Sale
Registr. Transcr.
! L
00 Vicuna, 12 July 1938
Xk, Schcfbtsngasse 6Stats in_rep]^
Our rofsrsncs:
Le^al oifioo_DD/Ku_ Fried. X r u p p A.O., Essen,
to the attention of Herr Claus von Bohlen-
Halbach,
lour Reference . . . .
•Handwritten:(I^cttcr giveja to prokurist. ^
Herr Schrocdor ol^ Xrupp AO
Illegible .Initials
Berndorf am Brand.
Rubberstampj Upper Bavaria
Pursuant to our oral negotiation vj'e hereby submit to: you the
following draft agrsement;
V[e sell to you and you buy from us
65,195 shares of tho Borndorfer ;retallwarcnfabrik_Arthur Krupp AGj»_
Berndorf
at a nominal value of S 120.- each v^ith coupon 1937 attached,on the
following terms:
l) The sales price is RV o,l4.2i4.,000.— (Reichsmark Si'iht illion
fourhundredandtwentyfivethousand), valuec 30 June 1938^ in the event
of delay in the payment you v?ill pay us 5 percent interest.
The German Stoc v. ,o transfer tax will be borne by you,
the Austrian socuiTl-t-ie-: ti-ansfer tax will be borne by us.
- 1 -
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^ _CONTIWUED
II) We buy from the Berndorfer I'eiallwarGnfabrik Arthur Krupp AG
> their holding of hS porcent of the shares of the Messingwerk
Achenrain AG as well as' the vfhole of the; claims^ rights and titles
whatever their nature t.ie has against this joint-stock company
at a price at which these sliaros and these claims, titles and outstanding
debts have been listed in the books of the as per 30 June 1938,
thus reducing the selling price by R?'i 10^^000.— (Reichsmark onehundred-
andfivothousand)•
page 2 of the orit^inal
The selling price falls due the saip^e day on which you have to ..
the purchase price for the shares which we will sell you according to
point l). In the event of a delay wo shall pay you ^ percent interest.
The purpose of the transfer of these shares of the Messingwerk
Achenrain AG and of the claims against this AG, is to protect this com
pare?- in the event of legal action' being taken against it and toirdemnify
this company for all risks and claims with respect to this joint stock
company. In the some vfay, the is to be protected and indemnified
by us against any claims arising out of guaranties entered into for
Achenrain. Vfe guarantee that butvraon Achenrain and Berndorf no agree
ments exist, and that Achenrain y/"111 not bring forward any claims,
titles or outstanding debts resulting from such agreements. They have
declared vis-a-vis to u.- ii-nc is prepared to do what is in
its " power to secure for the- Achunrain vrorkcrs and employees work in
cwn plants and to turn to good account the existing facilities.
- 2 -
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COOTINU^D
III) At the present tlmG there exist, between the B.r.F# and us,
agreements according to which we have the flight:
a) to acquire the Kerkenstein domain, including all stocks as wgII
as all the legal and tangible assets as described in point IVa of
the agreement3
b) to ask for the payment of our v/hole share of the profit resulting
from the devalorization of the Svfiss franc vfith respect to the mort—
Page 3 of the orisinalgage loan which the Schweizerisc^e Diskontbank, Zuerich, granted to
the B.. '#F., and y/hich lias boon incorporated as a simultaneous lien
on the real estate of the B.M.F., especially also according to Point
IV a) of the agreement, on the *erkenstein real estate;
c) to demand an increase of the rate of interest from 3"^ to 7? percent
on o\ir share of the mortgage loan mentioned sub. b) and
d) to demand that one half of our share in the mortgage loan mentioned
' sub. b) be converted into shares whereby an agio up to $0 percent
of the nominal value may accrue for us.
Further claims of our banlc to the B.H.F. - apart from the rights
and claims which may result from our current credit transactions — do
not exist•
m hereby forego the rights described in Point III c) and d).
Yhat regards of our title according to point III b) wc refer to
Point IV c. 2) of our :.c t.
'Ve shall direct cr.r J;.'ci'ts to make the .Schvreizer Diskontbank forego
its right to ask for one half of its slice to be converted into shares
- 3 -
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-
of the 3»"*F»3 we on our part forego this right and bind ourselves to '
deny our approval to any such conversion-
IV) You guarantee that the B.i'.F. fiilfills> with respect to us, the
follovdng obligations i
\
Page i| of the original
a) The B^''*F. sells to us, or to a person to be named by us, the
Merkonstein domain^ consisting of the RS. lj.20 as listed in the Lower
Austrian Agricultural Property Record (Landtafcl) and in any other books
kept about ?'erkenstoin hy the 3«'\F» and the lands and buildings belong
ing to the Merkenstein real estate, as well as the sa-#/ at Berndorf, each
with its respective tangible assets, with the exception, however, of the
smoke-damaged plot of land at the lu^lzipf, measuring about 10 to 20 ha,
which will be measured, formed into a separate plot of land and will not
be sold to us; the selling price of ' orkonstein will be reduced by the
value of the plot of land thus separated from the whole of the objects
to bo sold, that is to say, by ,RJ' 335«— per ha- Should it be shown that
the part of the estate which is damaged by smoke is larger, this will
make the object of further discussions, and both contracting parties
undertake to approach them in an amicable spirit.
The object of the sale is understood as it is, including all legal
and tangible assets free from liens, vd.th the exception of a simultaneous
mortgage, entered upor. ^of the Sciw/eizerische Diskontbank, Zuerich,.
and made out in Sv/iss f_-a:'.Co.
- U -
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- . COOTIMJiiD
The price for the l:-;nds and buildings, according to the books as
per 30 June 193°, is about FL" 1,300,000*—- and in the event of delayed
pay.nent 5 percent interest "/v'ill be j_:'a.id* The exact amount of the soiling
price v/ill be ascertained b reference to the bcoks. The sellin;^ price of
tho other assets belon^in^ to hho ; erkenstein estate -/ri.11 be fi^ced taking
into account the liabilities bolc-n^in.^ to it and the right and obligations
under current agreements, accordiir, ,to the figures shovm by the books per
a y-rico
June 1933; for the sake of set'lloiaeni/'of about 5U7,956,— will be pro~
visionally assumed.
'The expenses, fees and public te::-:es attached to the transfer, '..dth
the exception of t.;ie estate incrc ont tax, which will be chary,ed to the
3*•, .-vill be charged solely t. us or to the purchasers to bo nanod by
us • • »
In tho event of the sales agrooment about the "'•^erkenstein estate not
boinji, approved b,v the real estate trai-isfer conmiission ('irundverkeiirskommis-
sion) you v/ill yaarantee t :at the ^ives us a half-share of an
eventual profit, re-sultin,, fro.n lo.tor sale tf this estate, the profit
to bo ascertained from tho xi pores in the books per 30 June 1933.
b) Should you not be successfuj. in persuading the Schweizerische
Diskontbank, ^uerich, to forego its title to the 'brkenstein estate with
respect to its-simultaneous mort_.a.,o in S="iss francs you guarantee tliat
vre, or another purchaser of ;'erkenstoin estate, will be protected
and indemnified for this mort;...,3 in tho case of a foroclosuro on the
part of the creditor.
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c) The B«'has to niaho the :':o3_lo-.v'in^ payments in compensation for
the renunciation of our ri,_j"its under this agreement j
1) In case the B.\ should, in any form.whttsOover, receive a com-f*
pensation for the so-called xietal losses .cccasionod tlirou^h the
Scuillini5 revalorisation, the ..will pay to us B/o of of
any and each sum as they reach the after deduction of any
taxes, duties and other dues. Should the metal loss be higher than
S_2,500,000 (Schilling t./o aiillior. fivehundredthousand), that pro
portion of the compensation that pro rata partis is paid lor the
additional los£ vri.ll be left to'the
2) The pajet© us 5/5 of of aiiy profits which will result
fram the devalorization of the Swiss francs when the mort^axe loan
' granted by the Schvreizerisc .c Oishontban!^ is paid backj here again
the sum will be paid which rowains after the taxes,^ duties and
other dues ,have been paldj th.. profit in question has already been
discounted in your bocks, it SMOunts to S l,627jOOf'»
•7. Until 30 SeptcTJcor 193'3 you 7/ill name to us any debtors for which
you want to fall back on our guaranty. ?or debtors which you did not
name in your list in due time, '.ro horeb. decline every responsibility,
hou v/ill fall back on us for any suc'i debtor only to the extent
ra^c- ? of tho ori^^inal
as the reserves ear-marked for hii do not cover the loss. Above and beyond
this, our guaranty wi.ll expire in any case if our guaranty has not been
- o -
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feMSMTIOlJ 0.7'"D0CiL;S^ '^ Ff'-ioHlI
COTWI^njED
invoiced imtil 30 Juno 1939» SliouXd 3 -U Invoko our guaranty on the
stren,;:,th of this point of a^ree:nent vro have the ri^ht to ask of you
the cession of tho debtor in question so that we may bo able to take
action against him*
Vl) "••'3 guarantee that t'-io will do its banking trans?.ctior:s
'./ith us, at the usual terms, for a term of ten years as from 30 June
1930♦ After the expiration of the first five years, -the- '"fill be
entitled to break off its baiikin^. connocticn with us, if the majcrit-"
holdings
of our share/has passed or were to pass to another group which it does
not like*
AO shall, as before, place at the disposal of the banlcing
credits without collateral seciiritfA Should ws refuse the credit at the
usu?.l, terms, the is entitled to take up another banking- coainection
before the expiry of the ton years' term*
.ithout prejudice to the aj,reo.:io;at) the S.)'.-?'. is entitled to take
lon^'-torm leans or loans at a Ic/rored interest rate at other places in
case we cannot provide them.
VII) You have declared to us that ou know t e books of the •! • and
how it is working. ;le, on our part, declare that, apart from the liabili-
ti'.es of the B. '.V. as shovrn in the books and apart from the ooligaticns
resulting from service-relationsliips no further obligations exist.
VIII) "You will, as t"\j co.se arises, give us any information, as
Me •„ia7 require it, anci k- f informed of any settlement with respect
to all the rights belon^in,^ to us.
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IX) T'lsre wore differences of opinion concerning the' reconstruction of
the .v'., these dif iei'ences are considerwd to have been comp.'.oteli''
compou.nd3d by trie foregoing a^^reoriient.
X) As far as no other provision has been made in this agreement, all
the costs and dues resuitin , from this agreement, vrnatever their nature>
will be borne by you by half and the other half bp us.
XI) After the receipt of the definite official approval of this agree
ment we will place at your disposal all of the Administrative
Oouncil seats as far as there no conflicting obligations with respect to •
the Schweizerische Dxslcontbanh.
XII) This agreement has b^-en concluded subject to the oxficial
approval provided for b-/ the y,a7f. for the protection of the Austrian
Economy, Law Gazette for the Land of Austria, No. 82.
This offer will be binding on us until the 20 July 1933.
in case you are in agreement y/o aslc you to send us a return letter
of tao saine contents.
Heil ^'itlerl
Oestorreichischo Creditanstalt
iener bankverein
(t-.-o illegible signatures)
"..l-d"
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I, A. ;'hr-mann 3T0 20 ll6, hereby certifp' tliat I am a duly appointed
translator for the German and g-n f.isli languages and that the above is
a true and correct translation of the docximent No# ^JLK-108ll.
2k October 19U7
o -•
A# Thrmann
;".T0 20 116
fc.'
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QPPICl^OF QHIPP OP_COUnSEL_POR_^AH_e_R,:;?
BERXJDORPEK XCeTALL^ARERFyiERIS
ARTHUR KRUPP A,G.
(Berndorf near Vienna)
To the
Chairman of the Auiffsichtsrat
of the Pried, Rrupp iifetiongesella-chnft
Eerr Krupp von Bohien und KalhacXi
E £ £ £ E Z
(handwritten)s Herr Loeeer
Initial ,B (R?)
12 October 1958
\
Direction ^ 4 October 1938
I eiiic orf inve stmoiits
We herewith seiid yon a table of, and ^iv« the
reason for the urgently required invostments for
the Berndorf Works. '
The items mentioned concern instal.lationSjinachinery
and equipment which aJE necessary continued
opera-tion of the pla.nt or for putting into opera
tion the new workshops installed last year.
The monej'" needed for the requested ^Installations
is distributed as shown on the encloses payment
plan.
In this connecition we would like to vcnark the
followin;^ as to the financial state of tiio plants
On 30 June 1958_ (as a whole identical with the
prosont state) bhe amounts were.s
1.) Outstanding short-t.erm debts,
drafts and f^ja-sh in Ttenks,, , . .
2.) Supplieq of raw material
semi-finished and finished
products,,, , o, c
As o|)posed to this
5.) the current'fca,nk debt
amounted' to a-i^prox,
Ril i 000 000
\
RII 7 200 000,
"10 600 C^OO,—
EMIT 800 OC^O,—
4.) the short-term
obligation to
contra-ctors etc El'5^3_6_00_000j^--
mi 4 600 000,-
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(pa^c 1 of original cont'd)
so tho ratio of
the shojitr'^c^n assosts
shows'a surplus of.... .EI5 13 200 000,—
(page 2 of original)^
' /
The bank debt wa.s reduced to tho above nentionod
sun through a. credit note anouaiting to Ril 2,200,000
for the liorkenstein Esta.tc and Rli 770,000 for the
hohonraih lia,bility» In conparxson with the onount
of liquid assets, tho bank debt can be considered o.s
extrencly low.
For nachinery installations and ^oquipnent there
are orders still aggregating HI 3,163,000 for which
a reserve has not been created. This sun will be duo
approxino-tely as followss
By end of 1938 Bl:l 896,000.—
First half of 1939 " 848,000.—r
Second " " " " 856,000.—.
First " " 1940_"_563jl000«:."
RH3il63, OOOy —
At a conservative ostinatc the not profits in
cluding depreciation "will amount to 1,000,000 Rli for
tho second ha.lf of 1938 and 1,000,000 RM for oo-ch half
of 1939. From this it follows that tho current orders
can be paid out of tho pro'fits to be expected by 31 •
BGCGnbcr 1939 a,nd including depreciation. Tho profits
of tho first ha,lf df 1938 were mainly used to pay
for the investmonts nado during that tino.
Tho invostnents asked for in tho acoonpanying
table can theroiore first bo ccvcrod by the net profits
to be obta.'inod starting Januarj^ 1940. Until then they
must bo financed vi?ith supplcnontary bank credits. Since
a.t tiac rnonont there arc no other fina.ncing possibilities
and since the invostnents arc uriavoida.bly necessary
and saloulated as low as possible wo ask for their
approval.
(handwritten notes
illegible)
1 ''Tnblo
including f:cas£^
Hell Hitler 1
^ Borndfflrfor Mctallwarenfabrik
Arthur Krupp A»G.
(signature) Glaus von Bohlen
und Ha.lbach
Ihn
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(pagG ^ of prigipalj Gont*d)
Handv^rittons
Until end of SGptem'bef were paid BI'.I 500,000-
58/39
59/40
" BII 1,644,000.—
" Eli 1,019,000- —
•Totals Hii 3,165,000.
/•
\
CERTIFICATE OP TR:'J?S1ATI0IT
' *'k '' •
16 -January 1948
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I, George GOOLWiU, Uo. 34739, hereby certify
that 1 an thoraaghly convcrGant with the English
and Gcrnan lanrjuagos and tha,t tho a-hovo is a. true •
and correct translation of the Uocuncnt 1To.:TIE-12577»
' V' "
\r.
V
; ;
• i
•fR
• _•••( M,r
1
George GOOUIIAU,
^ No/ 34789.
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S'OI? CHIEF OF cowsa PGR "...V
• •• BRIK *JiTHOR ICRUpp . p'
B-iiRNLORI'-SR
Business xleport
and Statement
for J-'isoal Year
1937iresented to tno
21st Ordinary General -aeting of
+he Shareholders of the herndorfer
.•etallwareEf®^=^i'' -rthur &upp „.G^
24 Cotoher 1938
T v^T^chinP- department of the Bfirn'^-irsPor siecail-Published by the Fublisning n.
warenfabrik T^-upp Bomdorf,
iederd^nau (Lower Lanube),
( pafe 2 of original)
"embers of the fferwaltungsrat ( '^dministrative Council)
• Landrat. retired. Tilo ^^yiherr von .,iw,ehy
hlpl.-xig. Glaus von liohlen und Halbaoh
L'r, Ing. i.-3'no Griessmann
Lr. i^uuolf Hofer
Lr, b^'ald Loeser
( page 3 of original)
ii.genda ( Order of the Bay)
of the 21st ordinary general meeting of the Berndorfer .v.etallvmren-
fabrik .^thur Krupp ...G.. oonvenec. for 24 October 1936.
1. Submission of the business heport for the Iisoal Year 1937.
2 report of the ^ucitora ana resolution on their l-^tion lor
' -Adoption to the Venvalthngsrat.3. uesolution regarding the riso|l ror 2937, and on
4. ano^t"feir"al^?na?ra*for the5. X938^ also thoir rrenumeration.
f kvx^ection of a Committee under .(..rticie 9, section 4, of the
• Statutes for the purpose of concluding a Legal I'ransaotion
with a member of the Vervvaltungsrat,
7» hisccilanoou.
The Verv/altungsrat of the
Berndorfer -.etallv/arenfabrik
i-rthur ih-upp .i..G,
4
'/n
-r
•;%
0':.
Jj'S
TH.J-iSL^xTIOi^l 01 "^OGU^'IT No, NIK - 10 673
COITIMEI;
( page ^• of ori.einal)
Honored -a-embcrr^ in '^cr.t;rc.l ;Ieeting;
It is our sad duty to commeniorat© the passing, at an
advanced age, of the ^resident of our ^^ompany, ^is Sxcellency
i'r. h.c, (honoris causa) **rthur Krupp, on 21 -pril 1938, In 1879
he took over from his father the •Cerndorf^Fabrik, then a sole pro- •
prietorship, and raised it to one of the largest industrial enterpris
of international repute, ..hen the private firm v/as converted into an
jiktiengesellschaft (Joint Stock Company) in 1915# remained at the
head of the company, as president of the Verivaltungsrat, He held this
position until his death.
Outstanding are the services v'hich His Excellency Krupp rendered
to our enterprise. His rich experiences, his entire thoughts and
endeavors v.;ere at all times dedicated to the firm, *.s early as at
the turn of the century, he hac created important social and humani
tarian facilities for his worl<srs and employees. Here, as in so many
other spheres, he '.'ras in advance of the times by decades. His work
assures him of a place of honor among the great names of German
industry; his ^nius and the high "Qualities of his personality will
live in our works for ever.
before v/e present to you the results of the fiscal year 1957#
we wish to record that not r.blo pvent. vrhich has fundamentally
changed the future and the takks of the v/orks, namely, the .iUischluss
of iiUstria to the German -^leich. Today the organisation has entered
the export region of the old Heich, thus ens-uring the sizable and
contlronus employment of the members of this organization. On the
other hand, great are the tasks which fell to the vmrks, ^ts manage
ment, and the entire complement as a result of the change, meet
the conditions of the old b^icl-, the demands of the Four-Year-Plan,
and the competition of the indusbry of the old Peich which is using
modern equipment and has been fully operating for many years.
Yet we will gladly devote cur entire energy and industry to the ful
filment of these tasks, in order to pay off part of the debt of
gratitude which is an obligation to our Fuehrer, i*dolf Hitler,
( page 5 ol* original)
The fiscal year 1957 showed a considerable increase in the
turnover of goods and in the receipt of orders, -e must above all
point out here that v.^e v/ere recently able to further increase the
turnover quota for export,- which has already amounted to a hanosome
percentage, and this in spite of the fact that the tariff
in various states as v;ell as the difficulties in commercial and
monetary policies have persisted during the ryear:-- of the report.
The price war in the v/orld market continued, and forced to engage
in transactions at reduced prices, or to forego eortain business.
The fact that vie a^ieved a favor&bl© result in the -^rear of the
report, aside from Handicaps which have only been,'hinted _
may not in the last resort be attributed to the sterling ?
pur products. If we do not distribute any dividends out bf ^
r^-rn'PT+-. e mono nn snite of the favorable results, 3- 3.S ep USprofits ade this year i spit f t f r l
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( page 5 of original, cont'd)
of the consideration that v;e must do everything to» expand, our
Tvorks in the <^uickest possible way in order to maintain competition,
and also to set up installntions for new production branches. For
this reason, and in the interest of the company, a portion of the
net profits will be use'd for the establishment of a special fund.
ihe net profit for 1937 amounts to (S-Schilling) 3 7^2,171#32
inclusion of the profit balance for 1936, of 165j557#06
' Si?*
results in a total amount of S 907,728,37 •
"6 ask you to adopt the accounts as per 3i December 1937#
approve of the work of the Verwaltungsrat, and to utilise the total
profits as follovfs:
1, -^location of 23% of the yearly profits for 1937> amounting
to 3 74-2,171459, to the reserve fxirxd according to
narap-ranh 2. of the statutes .... S 185.»5'-^3>p gr p ,
2, *aiocation of ^ ^ 450,000,00 <-ySj
to '^'und for the Renovation and Expansion of Installations,
• •
i'orward the profit balance to the 1958
account '^_272j^l^,7^ ^
S 907,728737
fhe distribution of a dividend and, likewise, tTie pajTnent of
a bonus to the Verwaltungsrat T.ill not be made.
( page 6 of original)
•le take the further liberty of calling the attention of the
General iieeting to the fact that the majority stock of our company
has recently been taken over by the Friedr .I-k-upp .-ktiengesellahaft,
J^ssen, and that in connection there__v.rith a change has taken place
in the composition of the /erv/altun gsrat. ..e v;ish to express our^
warmest thanks to the gentlemen who have resigned,for the very fine
services which bhey have rendered to our organization.
In conclusion, vre report that the Verv/altungsrat has nomiiiate
the follomng gentlemen into the Verwaltungsrat under ^»rt, 10,
paragraph $, of the statutes!
•handrati retired, filo, treiherr von ' dlmowsky,
Lipl,,-Ing* Olaus vqn Bohlen und tialbach,
kr^^/'/^ld Looser,
Lr, Ing, *vrno Griessmannj
we the honored il^mbers of the General xieeting to confMwni
these nominations.
The Venvaltungsrat of the berndorier
--etal Iwa renfabr ik
**rthur Krupp
Berndorf, October 1938*
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( page 7 of original)
i.*.eport of the wiUditors
The i-enibers in General Meeting !
'•e have the honor of reporting to you herewith, that, in the
execution of the mandates given us by the 20th ordinary general
meeting of 28 June 1937, on this day ve have inspected the balanoe
sheet Bs well as the m&.in and secondary books in the offices of the
BERNLORFER ICRUPP in Bemcorf, and
that we have found them to be in the best order:; also, that the
•^iccounts €ind the Profit and Lo ^s j-ccount presented here, and drawn
up to 31 December 1957* ^ complete agreement with the company^s
books.
"e therefore request;
General
That the/i-eeting adopt them and grant discharge to t he ^Terwaltungsra*^
for the fiscal period, 1st January to 31s^ December 1937-
r:obert Glatzl m.p.(?) L^r.-'^ritz Hanauseck gi.p.
Berndorf, 8 October 193®
( page S of original)
A(^ual *>.0counts
and Statement of
Profit and Loss
as of 51 J-eoember 1937
( paff® 9 of original)
Balance Sheet
**ssets.
Fixed ssets
Real Estate
Factory amd Building Land, ..ater Powert
Buildings:
Factory and B:^/elling nouses
*"achinery and Installations
Land and Forest Properties, Coal
^*ine s ••••••
- k'
S UoU,72^,24
1, 728,206,00
2,606,816.00
2.702,_51819_
s 7,Lj+2.o6U,i+3
,x' V
TIuJjSIu.TIOH OF LOCUl'dSi^IT No, NIK - 10 673
co5;t:inued
( pEige 9 of original, oont*d)
STOCKS
Kav; Materials (i.etals and working materials)
Semi-finished goods
Goods ready for sale
Gash
Bills of Exchange
S 9,778,226,51
779,122,00
_ _3i.i36,20p5 _
"Shares and Bonds
debitors
Customers etc, S 7*597j092#29jkdvance payments to Suppliers l,ll-72,601,86
Bank Balance ' 4,192,271,35
Bpr.d Sui'eties (Buergnr schafts- —-
schulener) and Securities . 7-63,^61,09/^
S I3,69i+,249,5U
U5,070,18
15U,62h,80
l,779»039.92
s 13,261,965,^8
S 36,377.014.35
ibove Balance Settlement with the
Berndorf, date
iiobert Glatzl ra,p.(?)
( page 10 of original)
T^o 322
BI^aBILITIES
Bhare Capital
75,00^^ shares at S 120.00 nominal
i'vescrve Founds, under B-fcatute i4rt,30, par,2
Unpaid dividends
Creditors
Long term B^^iss loan
Other Creditors
Bond Sureties and
Securities given
Profit Forward
Profit
s 7,179.925.00
/S_ 763A6i_j_oo/
3 557.06
742,171.31
i^iain and Secondary Books certified to agree,
8 October 1938.
^r.-l^ritz E.JJIAII3ECK m,p, (?)
- 5
s 9,000.000.00
1,093.005.36
2,222.1+0
3 25,374,058.22
907,728.37
3 36,377.014.35
iiii' t ',11 f r-ififitiTti-rT '-t • f ii^TV^ihir vti'ViTViltf-"-[»>l'f I'I iV''n ii(itf i i i ' li ' •ii--ir-
DEBIT
Trw-Tsi,jriON 07 r.ocm3r7T Vo, nik - lo 673 .
C07TBTUSn
( page 11 of original)
PROFIT AkL loss ST^JIEIMT
Taxes •••••••• 1^552^7^^^^^
Lepreoiations / 360,385.7^
•Special depreciations 213.287>--
Trading expenses •••••••••••••••••" 3*582,065.68
^'insncial expenses " 779'597.75
•^oubtful .tiOcounts 80,572.92
Profit Irnoe •••,.••••# S l65.557*0^
Profits • , . . . • 11 " 907•728.57
s 7.256.1U8.57
.Libovo Profit r.nd Loss S-|;;r.tement with
Berndorf, d r.te
Robert Glc.tzl m.p, (?)
( page 12 of origin...l)
GRSLITS
profit iJi-lance «.•,••••.•'•>•••••• 8 l65.557»'^ 6
Gross Receipts 7*890.591*51
Main and xkuxiliary books certifiod to agree;
8 October 1938. •
l'r»^'ritz Hi-RiiUSBK m.p. (?)
CERTIFIC..rE OP TloJ'SLx.TION
]L2 January 19^8
s 7.256.1R8.57
I, Geroge Goodman, . 5^ 789, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English end German languages
rnd th(\t the above is a true end correct translation of document
Fo» KIK - 10 673.
1II >i Ai >« I'lJ ii'f II niilirtttiiMnW'wAimtft*! t •
George Goodman,
No. 3U 789. •
^ 6 -
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TR.^:>ISL.\TICr! OF DOCUl'iENT No. NIK-11185
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR N/il CRI ICS
Asenda.
for the extraordinary General Heetin^i of shareholders of the
Berndorfer i-ctallwarenfabrik /^rthur Hruoo A.C-. on 30 June 1939.
1. Division of the financial yea.r 1933 into tvjo financial, periods
from 1 January until 30 November and from 1 December until 31
December,
2. Submission of the financial report of the Ven^valtun^srat toaethcr
vdth balance of accounts for financiaE period of 1 January
1938 till 30 November 1933.
3. Report^by the auditors on the balance of accounts durin;g th(
financial period cited, resolution in connection vdth this
and exoneration of the Ver'.vaJ.tun'^sra.t,
k* Resolution to abstain from distribution of net-profits during
the^financial period from 1 Janueny till 30 November 1938,
making them available for supplementing dividends during the
subsequent financial period.
5* Resolution on adjusting the sta.tutc to the stock l^w of
30 January 1937.
6. Report of Vorvjaltungsrat and of the auditor Tconccrning the first
balance sheet of 1 December 1938, a.s v.'cll as the conversion
of tnc Company according to article 5 of the conversion-order
of 2 .'.ugust 1938,
7. Resolution on first balance shoot md conversion.
8, -ippointment of .uufsichtsrat.
9. -ppointmcnt of auditor for the fiixnci^l period of 1 December
until 31 December 1938.
10. ^asccllaneous.
4.
THE VDR :iTUiT;GHAT OF
B3RND0RF.EI i'ET.'XL
.•.RTHITR lERUPP :..G.
- 1 -
.H
. ».
J .'1
.M >J
TTR.'xI'-TSL\TIOIv 0? DOCUI^riT No. Ni:C-lll£5
CCMTINU3D
(page 2 of origincl)
GSNTLS:SI>T.
According to r.rticlc 11 of the convorsion-ordcr of 2 Au.gust
1938j Aoich Lr.w Gazette Ij page 962, Vfo submit the Roichsmaxk first
balajicc shoot of 1 December 1938, and report as follows:
The assets and liabilities have boon entered in the first
balance shoot within the valuation limits prescribed by article 3
of the oonvorsion-order.
hhon comparing entries in the baJLancc of accounts as per 30
November 1938 and in the first bralanco sheet per 1 December 1938
it must be taken into consideration that the closing balance was
not drawn up in compli.ance with the re ",ulations concerning the render
ing of accounts prescribed by the stock lav; and the first im
plementation order to the stock law. This bad.ance of accounts is
therefore not yet subdi\ddcd in accordance with the rules for
the first balance sheet, rendering a comparison of the various
entries not immediatoly possible. Variations betv^cen the two balarccs
appear as follows:
1. At the reconstruction of the balrrcc sheet in 1933 the invested
capital had been entered rat a figure far below its actual value.
In view of the charged conditions and the improved economic
situation, we have re-adjusted these assets to present day
values, whereby these entries arc- increased by Fiif 12,091;, 801.73
2. In the case of investments, too, vie disooverod a slight increase
compared to the book value, resulting in an increase in their
item of I Rh 67,Z;.99.67
3. In the case of securities the increase in value amounted to
Rh 15.OCA.38
carried forw-aa^ci FA- 12^174^305.78
19
(p-^, 3 of ori'-iinal)
brought forward Rifl 12,174,305.76
4. Liabilities in the balance sheet vjorc reduced by.. Bli 2,347,406.85
w:ich v/as mainly due to foreign exchange liabilities
being entered in the first balarco sheet no longet
at their book-value, as hitherto, but at the reduced
values ascribed to them on the deadline date.
This resulted in a. conversion-surplus of 14.521.712.36
The balance sheet on 30 November 1938 showed the firms own
resources to amount to:
Share capital , . lAf 6,000,000.-
Resorve funds accordin^r to Statutes article 30,
section 2 852,366.-
Pla-nt renovating ajid extension funds TJl.! 300,000.-
•I^-sorvcs 3.756.351.69
tCi 10,908,717.69
- 2 -
TIt:.N3L..TI0i: o: JjOCUi-ZNT No. NK-llia5
CONTINUED
(pa-^e 3 of originrJ.^, contM)
By thvj convg^^ion of assets and liabilities
the firm's/rcsourccs hav<ive been increase:; hy , , - 1L.^2^ .71 2.63
c?nd without taking into ;iccount the pi-ofits
brought fonvard^ the firin's own assets ajnount there—
^orc to Hlvi 25.130.130.32
Of these assets v;c ha.vc allocated to the Share capital
account R?i 12^000000.-
to be divided into 12^000 shares of IN 1^000 each.
There arc consequently intended for cxcriango 25 old shares
a.t a nominal value of S 120 for 4 new shares at a
nominal value of BI-: 1_,000.- For the
compulsory reserves vjoro set aside Bivi. 5^000,000,-
and for additional reserves . 111 8.430.130.32
Total Ri^i 25.430.430.32
The first balance sheet was audited by the certified public
accountant_, Herr SCHLOER_, Berlin^ apoeinted by the General Ivleeting
on 24 October 1936.
Bcrndorf, June 1939 THE JXTITNGSRAT
/ OF th; berkdorfer MET.;ii;..XE!^:xRiii
:bthur krup? a.g.
20
(page 4 of original)
/.ssets -lcichsiiiark--first
Invested capital R-cichsmark
Built on real estate with business
premises or dwelling-houses 3^063^765.-
Built on real estate Vi/ith factories
or other buildings 3,966,039.-
Vacartt real estate olots 3,047,525.10
Nine property 320,000.-
Machincry '^^ nd engineering
inst illations 6,902,079.46
Tools, plant- and business equipment 164,842.-
Conccssions, Patents, Licences aaid
Tpvopyrty rights _ 24.401.-
'17,508,649.58
Inconpleto new installations ajid
first instalments for now installa-
tions ^1,266.720.33
16,775,369.91
Participations 915.404.- 19,690,773.91
^ 3 -•
iMiifiir'iiriii'iiii i.i i i ..
TR/iNSLATICrl OF DCClBiENT No. N"IC~111G5
CONTINUED
(prrs's 4 of original, cont'd)
Fio?.ting r.ssets
Rev/ metorialSj subsidiary and plant nia-tcrials 45967^494.01
jeini-finished products 15352,346.-
3.463.732.-
9,733,572.01
Finished products, merchandise
Securities
Initial payments ma.de
Claims for delivered goods -^nd services
Claims on Nonzorn enterprises
Bills of exchango
Chocks
Cash-, Rcichsba/ik- and Post Office Cheek
balances
Bajil-: credit
KiLscollanoous cLr.Lms
Summanj'" account for deferred and accrued items
Guaxanties
30,735.96
675,5-5.36
5,965,957.38
792,298.02
32,206.28
13,174.78
285,483.07
128,316.46
153.670.91
17,360,945.26
76,590.75
249,670.01
37.628.309.92
THE VEIR .:xtui-:gsr.'.t of the
BERI'JDORF.IR : UTIX'
ARTHUR lA^UPP A.O.
22
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TR;j\!3L.;tI0N OF COCULiEI'JT No. NIK-.111G5
CONTINUED
(pr.ge 5 of originrl)
balance of 1 December 1933
'.Share capital
12^000 shares at HIu 1_,000.-
Rescrvcs
Coinpulsory reserves
Id.ditionv?! reserves
Idjustment of valuation
Reserve funds
Liabilities
Debts on mortgages
Commitments on plant savings deposits
Instalments paid by clients
Liabilities from consignments of goods
and services
Liabilities to other Konzern enterprises 208,962.61
Liabilities on bills of exchan:<'e 137,388.60
Bank liabilities " 3,lol,806.55
filscellaneeus liabilities 101.733.55 8,251;GSl.52
Liabilities
Heichsm.ark
12,000,000.-
5,000,000.-
8.130.130.32 13,130,130.32
2,212,610.56
168,583.96
517,185.59
1,116,591.08
579,616,79
2,631,900.66
Summary account for deferred and accrued items
Guaranties 219,670.01
Surplus brought forward
53,226.36
615,211.27
37.628.309.92
k.ccordinj to the fln^l result of my conscientious examination of the
company^s books and documents, as well as according to the ex
planations and information furnished by the raa.na.aement, the above
first balance sheet, the accounts and the reoort made by
he Ver.'altungsrat in connection with the Reichsmark first balance
sheet arc in compliance with legal, instructions.
Berndorf, 12 June 1939.
• SCHLOER -0 -• '
CERTIFIjD public ICCOUNT/iNT
- 5 -
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TR/U-JSIm'.TICK of D0Cm5ENT No. Nnc-iiios
CONTm"SD
CZ CTIFIC-.TS OF Ti:;j-TSL..TION
3 December 1947
--nnctte J-iCOBSOHW_, 20146^ hereby certify thet I ejn a duly appointed
trnnslr.tor for the Germm end En.'^lish lr.nr;ur.ges and that the above
is a true aiid correct translation of the document No. NIK-11185.
— 6 "
-dinette JnCOBSOHN^
No. 20146
TBiLTSLlTIOiT OP EOCUlOiTT No. NIE:-15075
OPPICS OP CHI3P OGOI'SEL rOR v/.-VR CRI^S
(Sto.nip), s
H. V. (Ho.in Adnini s tro tion)
3 July 1942 IIo. 06732
iinsworccl; 28 Au-^ust 1942
(h.ondwrit'bon)s to- bo filed!
Applicr.tion for tlio
G-rojit of
Borndorf, 25 Juno 1942
for Be', ndorfor lIctoll^A'aronfabrili:
Arthur Krupp AG
Borndorf
(Stanps)s
To Eorr Goorcns n.R.
" " Loeser
" . " A. -vT. Bohlen
ti
Initials G 2/S (?)
" s 28/7. L
" s ilB 1/8.
" s 3/8.It Schroeder •
first to I-Ierr Rosenbr.un '(Sir.'ncture) s Roscnbauio 27/7/42
(ii-ndvyrittcn) s see Gnclosurcs too.
Initials L 4/7. (Bird)
Initials KBH IO/VIII.42
(Krup-p Bohlen H' Ibach)'
(Stanp);
ie£isi£n_Ko
apprcVod
Gfbk, Essen, 2S/8/l942
Fried, Krupp AG,
cliroctoriun
20
To
Pried. Krupp
A]ctien£;oselischr:ft
Essen
In the enclosure v.'c subnit our application ror
credit No. 20 and rccucst a-proval, •
(Sipnaturc)', ? Looser (Sipnaturo) s Goorc-ns.
Since the buildinp expansion to an installation
for a production of about 1000 tons a month has
been o:pproved at the riootinp of the Aufsichtsrat
at Bcrndorf on I6 June 1942~^aG the basis of the?
investigations, and exaiiinations ca.rriod out so
far and verbal oriaositions of the Vorstand, the
fipurc above mentioned of M 2 442 400,— includes
an amount of If 2 174 300,—
Encl2Sur£S£
TS sheets ""
V--.
^ 1
.5"'. •V, ,,
' r,'-|
•
M
•'•m
•J:
T?u3:SIiLTlGE Oi' DCCTTini??; ITo. FIE-15C75
COFTIFTISD
1 o,f orio:iiial cont'(?.)
for su.;;ilor.iGnts r.:id the further gredur.! extension
of the li^ht nctr:l plant. The quota su'jply for these
conpletions and cnlarGcncnts is onsuroG. for the nost
X^ait.
The clotailccl arcuncnts for the li.pht nctal installa
tions requested are criveii, as clvivjys in the supple-
nent to our applicaticnj pares 9 to 16,
(pacG 2 Of original)
hs for the other plant departncnts, v/c restricted
ourselves in accordance with the present quota
situation, and applied only for installations
essential for the riaintenancc of our v;^r production
v;hich has to bo cared for by the allocation of the
necessary quotas.
The plan of pa;pocnt (pa-aea 17-18) offers a
survey of t^ie expirations of the paynonts,
tlGtallvyaronfabrih hrthur ICrupp
Aktienpcsollachaft
Sipnaturc) s H, G-oluecko
Si, nr. t uro) % Dr., Baur
OEHTIPIChlS 0F_Tgj;h3IjATI0F_
15 January 1948
I, Gcrta ICi'lJhOVAj Fo. 20151, hcrobv certify "that
I an thorou|3lily conversant with the Enc^lish and
Gerrnr.n lanpuarjcs, and that the above is n true end
corroct translation of Docunont No. FIK-13075»
Gorta IhumOVA,
No. 20151.
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TRANSLATION OR LOGLRIBNT No. NIN-13077 "" ""
ORFICB OR CHIRR OR COUHSBL ROR V/AH CRIIaH3
To Mr. ±?ird
Teclinical Office, 25 July 1942,
Initials B. (Bird) -27 May
Rej^s__ApplicatiorL ,f'or RH 2 442 400j— of the Bern-
dorfer Metallv/crenfahrik Arthur Srupp AO, Berndorf,
The application V7as examined by ne and .is correct
throughout. As I heard from Mr. Ba.ur a short tine ago,
"he discussed the profitableness df this additional
buildinp with Dr. Loeser. For practical purposes
the profitableness is a.dded to the files, without a. report
on prejudice to an immediate grantinc of the applica
tion. Of coiirse, this-report need not deal with
installation, as, for instance, the erection of
barracks for the Icdrjin^ of foreign v;orkers, and
installations for the Y/erkschutz (V/orks Security Police)^
but only with the 'proof of the profitableness of the
completion of the factory installations. Since I
know that a profitableness calculation is possible
in this field, I consider it correct to supplement
the application "accordint^ly.
How essential is it, in your opinion, to inform
the Planning Committee (Planungsausschuss) of the
apx^Iication? If necessary, I ask you to submit it to
the Planing Connitteo. In this case, however, the
profitableness calculation should be at hand first,
otherwise the members of the Rlanning Committee
cannot bo sufficiently informed about the matter.
I. for my part, an now, as before,of the opinion
that the slov; (gradual) expansion of Berndorf up to
a capacity of 1000 tons is the right v/ay, bocauso
with the small output of 5uO tons per month Berndorf
possibly might fail as a price competitor later on.
([Signature): Rosonba.un
CERTIRICAIB 0R_T^NSLAT10I>r_
15 January 1948
I> Gorta KAl^NOVA, No. 20151, hereby certify that
I am thoroughly conversant with the Bnglish-and
German languages, and that the above Is a true and
correct translation of Document No,. NlIC-15077.
Gorta IR^.NNOVA,
No. 20151.
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TRAl^SLATIOl'T OF LOCUIvSITI ro. :TIE:-15079
0FFI03 OF CE12F 0? COUZToAL FOE 'JAll CP.IIIB5
(Stanp)$
Main Administration
25 October 1942, 00448
Ansv.'creds 11 IZovonbor 1942
Ju.
Ai^Ttilication iTo. 23 Berndorf, 16 October 1942
Application for the c,a'erovGl of
11 714 100,
for
Serndorfox Metallwarcnfabrik, Arthur Erupp AG,
Borndorf
Initials
IQ3r: 5/XI..
4KruppBohlcnHalbacli)
(Stamps)s
lo Herr Gocrcns Initials G 24/10«
" " Looser " L 24/10. ? (illcGiblo)
•' " A- von Belli en" AB 27/10.
26/10. " Schrocdcr " ' Sell.26/10.
first to Hcrr Rosonbaun sipn. s Roscnba-on 25/10/42
Initials B. 22/10. CBird)
(Stamp)s
B0c_is_i£n__Rp_ =__8^2_
approved
Gfbkj Essen, 5 Movombcr 1942
Eri 0d. ICrup p AG.,
dircctoriun
(Si;:naturo)s Loesor
(Signature)s Goorens
T'
Eried. Erupp
AkticnG'^SGllschaft
'Essen
(stamp)I
VT T)
v; » iv » J. »
13 Eovenbcr 1942
A.lTr.
1) for information
to Borndorf
2) Rev. E.
3; I.E. Initialsj Ha
19/10.? p.R. Spu
4) E,V,3. Biles.
En^l£sur£sx
list of machines
reasons
plani ,of payment
V.c submit our a.pplica-tion fur
credit l^To. 23 aaid request its
approval-
The applioovtion coniEerns first i
and foremost a further smelting
and foundry installation for
Gu sup-'-lcmcnting our light mental
foundry v/hicli vyould achieve
thereby the first stop of
expansion onvisagGd By us to a
capacity of 5 ~ 600 tons finxshed
products per month.
1 -
L.,AFM >" .1^c
M
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k
TRiUTSLATXOE OF DOCUIF FT Fo. FIK-13079
* COIvTINUED
(pacG 1 of oricincl cont'd)
Furtlicrnoro it concerns a series of smaller
instrllations for different shopSj v/hich
fcrcncG to the production of l-ehrnacht ordnances, "but
can also be used for a future peace production.
As . hitlicrto v/c be.vo applied today only for such
insta.llations v;hosc acquisition secns to bo possible.
(papo 2 of original)
The detailed arpuncnts arc pivon in the appendix
on rape 6 to 11.
The rlan of papae.ont on pat_;G3 10 "ud 11 allows o.
survey o.f the prcsurmablo expiration of the paymciiits.
hlRl^DORFSR
ilotallv/arcnfabrik Arthur Krupp
AI-iti.:ngosGllschaft
Signature)! H, Goluochc
Sip'na,turc) s Dr. Eaur
CEPiTIFICATB OP TPulPSLA.TIOIT
15 Janua.ry 1948
I, Gerta KAPhOVA, ho. 20151, hereby certify th^.t
I an thorouphl3" conversant v/ith the Snplisii and
Gorman lanyuaycs, and- that the above is a true
and correct translation of Document ho. hIIC-130 79-
2 -
(END)
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Gorta lOliTITOVA,
No. 20151.
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Dp. Ing. Briedrich Eerndorfi 5 1943
Perriclorf er T^etallrarenfatorik Hiet-lei'donau
^thur ICrupp
A]kt ichgescllschaft
ijear "^•Tt Scliroeder, Initials ^•clnroeder 10.5*
L,iaiv thanl^s for yoiJr kind letter dated 28 April, l.y son uas
cula:ly pleased atopit the stajr^s - thanl^ you very mfih. -lOr
too, I shall have the airount of FJ-C 47.30 put to tne account of the
Briedrich ^rupp » for payment to you..
Last night Fr.. SGHlPliR girived here In order to inake a report.-
yeaterday I fornardea to KHUTP von EOIOSI the_r^txoul^a for tho
invitations to ije sent to the nemters of our j.ufsichtsrst for t
meetings on 2i Kay, so tlxat he could sign ™kpf
ansjjor to my enquiry he had already ,,1 xq gg
Dr. JMSSHI and Erofessor Erich IX'StlHE are . . " , .
sichtsrat.. ?!R very much appreciate Eerr von E0HL3, S aeci..ion in
respect.
The invitations for the 100th'anniversary on 25 ^^^ay f
and future laeinbers of our Aufsichtsrat v;ill ^ ^ r/Glcomed
of this Y;eelc,-I need not toll you how mch we should
your presence, hut since meetings, tongresses an '-® ,rnTflpd" wo
den at present, and every unnecessary journey s o ® ^
lave invited as guests from outside the Gstirark on y -e m•- "
our Aufsichtsrat and heads cf" branches, and I know you will agr
mo c^hct no exception should be made.-
Dith kind regards,
Yours truly,
(signature) F* B A H R
CSRTIHa'iTB OF..I!Ria-5]-ATlOH _
October 23, 194T
I, hbnioa Eellwoov, hb' -2-00525, herehy certify that I air a du '^
appointed transiafor for the lihglish and German Im^ages bl y ^
the above is a true end egrect translation of the document
(Signatura)
PDNIcS t; E L L 'u' 0 0 D
No. E 0^525
« E N D "
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TRXi^S:cZTi'ON 0/QOCU/SN^^ No. NIK-IOTTU
0I?^IG3 OF CHISF OF GOmOEL FOR //'AR GRICFEvS
;iFFIp.iVlT
Ij In^,- Maximilian H a h n, residing at Berndorf, Lower Austria^
St. Feit a.Tr.-j Hauptstrasse after having it brought to mj attention
that I make myself liable to punishnent if i make a falsa stateraent
under oath, declare in lieu of oatn, of my own free will and without
coercion the f©llovd.ng:
Since l5 September 1917 I nave been employed by the Berndor^er
retallwarenfabrik Alcbien^esellscliaft, -erndorf, Lower Austria, as works
manager of the Fnergy-feparttieno. Tn this capacity I was initiatad in all
the affairs of the inanageineiit of tne works and/or attended the periodic
meetings of the wcrks managers pre.s5.ded over by the technical director
at the time.
In August 1933 Herr In^. larl doluecke, then residing in Gerndorf,
took over the position of a tecliiiical director. I know that he was a
determined uational-Pocialist as could be seen especialljr in the meetings
of the works managers and/or the factory 'workers meetings called by him.
In a works managers meeting at the beginning cf 19ii3 Herr Goluecke
••jiade it known to the v^orks managers and the foremen in no uncertain terras
that as a disciplinary nieas -re in the punishment of especially the
Eastern workers at ivork as v/ell as in the camp, whipping v:av^ in order and
he stated explicitly that in case such an action should have consequences,
he ('^oluecke) v^ould completely cover the foremen or supprvisor in
questii^n. As a result of thus encouraging the use of cerporal "punishment
a whole wave of such scenes folio./ed.
Herr Goluecke's influence upon t'e works managers and foremen ^vas
directed to the end that these w-ers to see to it that their subordinates
would join the '^ >^brAr and thus uidni" people who were not at all inclined
to National Gocialis.n, are todai" looked upon as National Socialists and
have to suffer the consequences,
(signature) Maximilian Hahn
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OutTrardly Herr Golusc::a \-:as ucuatly verj" friendly to tne slave
laborersj sometiJTies he even ^ave thsv,; cigarettes^ but behind closed
doors he ^ave orders to beat theji an most any way, that is witn canes
or other.fise, especially if in his opinion the slave laborers dai not
do enough vjork or if they co:nplained about the inadequate food cr slept
at vrork. The ones who did the beatin^ - the supervisors, the chief-fore
men and the foremen - did it usual.ly so that there v^ere no vritnesses, b;
callin^ the Russians to a reraote spot in the factory, for instance
behind the furnace. On the '.Thole the treatment of the Russians w^l- oad^
their food was nothing special and as a rule it was 'worse than tnat of
the other foi-ei-gn workers.
Dr. Priedribh Baur who in 1?33 was appointed commercial ^aana^er, was
in the beginning a staunch National-Socialist, his convictions cnan^ed,
however, the unfavorable -progress of t'.e war.
conscience.
(Signature) Oberin^. , aximilian dahn
Oherin . ! 'a:ci]r-5.1ian Hahn
Sworn to and signed before as this 3th day of .-ni^ust l^^U/ at tae^lienna
Branch (.ffice of the Berndor er ; stall./arenfabrilt iiktien^esell3cna.^t,
Vienna .ollzeile 12, by 0:)eriii .enieur ' axluiliari hahn t'nown to ,rie
to be the person making the above affidavit.
(o ignuture) '3.T,. Tis1o•.'.'its
j:.:'... Tislo'Witz
U.S. Jlviliar, j:-11i637U
Oxiice of jhief" of Counsel for
,,'ar Cri'.iss, TJ.B. jar Beoart lent^
"Cndi'
CnRil'.-Ij.n.'j 'C
I, l.T't Uedelstein aBO X OigS 239^ hereby certify that I am a duly appointed
translator for. the 'German and ";n-,lish lanyiages and that tlie ajovc is a
true and coi*reot translation of the docii'.ie.nt NO. NIK-lt77U.
23 October ].9i4.7
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